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Office of Management & Finance
The Office of Management & Finance is the City’s primary central service provider, offering services
to bureaus including technology, fleet management, facilities management, human resources,
procurement, accounting, debt management, printing, and risk management among many others. In
FY 2017‐18, OMF will continue to be challenged by the effort to reconstruct the Portland Building.
This $195 million project is to be completed by 2020; the project impacts many OMF bureaus and
divisions. In addition to this major project, the bureau is looking to convene internal and bureau
stakeholders to address a range of cross‐cutting Citywide issues. While OMF has offered General
Fund reductions as per the budget guidance, the majority of OMF operations are outside the General
Fund; OMF’s internal service fund providers did submit any reduction packages in FY 2017‐18.
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Key Issues
Internal Service Rates

75% of expenses in OMF's FY 2017‐18 Requested Budget are in
Internal Service Funds. (Note: Expenses exclude contingency.)
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While OMF has a significant
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majority of bureau expenses
are funded by rates charged to
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OMF also charges bureaus for
employee health insurance
costs, which are booked as
‘service charges’.

Of total expenses (excluding
budgeted contingency) in OMF’s FY 2017‐18 Requested Budget, 75% are in Internal Service
Interagency revenues in Internal Service Funds have grown at an annualized rate of 3.6% since FY
2007‐08. The increase in the FY 2017‐18 Requested Budget, inclusive of decision packages, is 3.9%
over the prior year revised budget. Citywide bureau expenses have grown at a rate of 4.7%
annually over the same period.
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Funds; and 85% of Internal Services Funds expenses are funded with bureau interagency
charges (excluding beginning balance).1 These charges are a significant component of the
budgets of direct service bureaus (e.g. Police, Fire, Parks, Water, BES, etc.) and are comprised of
hundreds of individual rates. Consequently, increases in these rates have budgetary impacts on
the bureaus that receive services. While it would be infeasible to show the changes in each
individual rate, the figure below shows the changes in interagency revenues over time as a
rough proxy for rates. It should be noted that this does not reflect any changes in service
offerings, quantities consumed by bureaus, or quality; it is merely an aggregate of charges to
City bureaus.
It is worth noting that over this same period, Citywide bureau expenses grew by 4.7%,
indicating that, relative to other expenses, internal service charges have declined. Additionally,
the $14.8 million increase from FY 2015‐16 actuals to the FY 2016‐17 budget may not fully
materialize since OMF typically only collects between 94‐99% of budgeted interagency
revenues. Below is a more in depth discussion of rates in the various funds.
Bureau of Technology Services. Overall, BTS rates increased roughly by inflation. One
considerable exception is the suite of rates associated with radio and video equipment and
other public safety electronic equipment, which were increased per an FY 2016‐17 budget note
which directed BTS to charge General Fund bureaus (and participating non‐General Fund
bureaus) for lifecycle replacement (LCR). This budget note restored LCR charges which were
eliminated in during the fiscal downturn in order to meet Citywide fiscal constraints. As part of
the FY 2016‐17 budget, General Fund bureaus had roughly half the resources necessary to pay
the new charges added to their budgets. The remaining half have of those costs have been
absorbed in bureau base budgets. Below is a summary of other rates:
 All IRNE and I‐NET charges remain at the FY 2016‐17 rates. There is no increase.
 Most telecom rates remain even or declined. The exceptions are the business line and
data line rates which increased by 4.85%.
 Most production services rates (i.e. servers and storage) declined between 20 and 25%.
However, bureau needs in these areas continue to grow rapidly.
 Email account rates jumped significantly – 19% for regular accounts and 35% for
business accounts – as a result of revised licensing terms.
 A number of services that are charged through a direct allocation of cost pools
increased by 4.6%. Some of the more significant increases include TRACS Application
(14%), TRACS Infrastructure (20%), and RegJIN Application (19%), and IRS Data
Exchange (15.6%).
 Directly billable labor rates increased by 3.0‐3.3%, roughly in line with personnel cost
increases.

1

This figure does not include the Health Fund; while insurance costs are charged to bureaus, they do not show as interagency
charges.
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Health Insurance Operating Fund. The majority of revenues and expenses in the Health
Insurance Operating Fund are related to the City’s self‐insured medical plan, CityCore. While
rates for the upcoming year have not yet been established, the estimate for the CityCore plan is
a 3.0% increase. This includes a partial buy‐down from the estimate of 5.5% developed by the
City’s actuarial consultant. The reduced rate increase is possible through utilizing fund balance
as well as through a slight improvement in the actuarial value of the plan resulting primarily
from a decrease in the out‐of‐pocket maximum. While medical claims are trending down over
last fiscal year (as of January 31, 2017), prescription drug claims are over the prior years’
experience.
The City’s other non‐Police health plan, the Kaiser plan, is anticipated to have a 1.4% increase.
Finally, per the newly ratified Portland Police Association (PPA) contract, a new fund will be
created as part of the FY 2017‐18 budget for revenue and expenses related to healthcare
benefits established for PPA members and their eligible dependents. With a 2.3% increase to
medical premiums and a 4.2% increase for the PPA Kaiser plan, overall annual costs are
anticipated to decrease by 1.3%. This decrease in overall costs insured and self‐insured costs
combined) is related to the funding change in the self‐insured plan which will result in a 3.2%
decrease.
Bureau of Internal Business Service. Overall, the majority of BIBS rates were within inflationary
factors relative to the prior year. The Printing & Distribution division put forward rate increases
close to 3% for all of its internal rates. A multi‐year lookback showed similar incremental rate
increases since FY 2013‐14, with the exception of the Customer Service/Pre‐press rate, which
has shown a compound annual growth rate of over 6% in the that time period.
CityFleet posted two rates that increased more than 3% over the prior year; the motor pool
hourly rate increased by almost 8% and the hourly rate increased by 3.6%. The motor pool rate
increase is due to the addition of accident insurance coverage component. A multi‐year
lookback shows more modest compound annual growth rates of 3.4% and 2.5%, respectively.
Facilities Services posted rates for its Time and Materials locations that vary substantially from
prior years, in both positive and negative directions, but this is primarily due to the fact that the
rate is based on a rolling average of actual spending. Rental rate changes were more stable,
with notable exceptions for several Police facilities. The rental rate for the Kelly building
decreased by over 22% due to space sharing with the Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office. Rental
rates increased by 9% and 13% at the Justice Center and St. Johns police locations, respectively,
though Police facilities are managed as a group and overall impacts to the bureau were less
dramatic. A multi‐year lookback on Facilities’ hourly rates for project management, property
management, and mechanic time shows fairly aggressive increases – these hourly rates are all
increasing at annual compound growth rates over 6%.
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Bureau Input and the Budget Advisory Process
All City bureaus are required to have a Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) that is composed of
public members, employee representatives, and other key stakeholders. In the case of OMF,
City bureau representatives (typically the director or financial manager) are included as key
stakeholders and customers. In order for the group to be a manageable size, not all bureaus are
represented. During the process, CBO noted that it was critical to address the cut and add
packages that were being proposed in the context of customer bureau budgets: to the degree
that General Fund overhead and internal services in OMF are approved, that increases the cuts
that need to be taken by all General Fund bureaus. Similarly, non‐General Fund bureaus must
either increase rates or cut in other areas to fund new OMF services.
CBO believes that this trade‐off, while well‐understood, has not been made explicit during the
budget process. As an example, the letter developed by OMF staff on behalf of the BAC did not
include a summary amount of adds and cuts to overhead‐ and interagency‐funded budgets,
despite the recommendation from CBO. Not including a total amount anywhere in the letter – a
document intended to memorialize bureau buy‐in for the bureau’s requested budget – is an
omission that speaks to the larger disconnect around the Citywide tradeoffs that CBO continues
to highlight.
In order to address the explicit trade‐offs and larger budget context, CBO piloted a survey tool
as part of this budget process. A limited subset of OMF packages – adds and cuts – were
identified that would have direct service impacts on customer bureaus. All bureau fiscal
managers were asked to rank these packages against their own. Key takeaways from the
results:
 Rate‐funded bureaus were generally supportive of most of the adds and not supportive
of the cuts.
 General Fund bureaus tended to prioritize their own direct services over OMF services.
 While some of the services requested to be enhanced were valued by customers, those
customers expressed unwillingness to pay more for existing services or for some new
services.
This information provided additional data points when considering the add and cut packages
described below.
In addition to survey responses, CBO received considerable feedback on the overall OMF
engagement process around budget, which indicated that additional work needs to be done to
ensure a process that results in customers being supportive of OMF requests. A more successful
approach might be to focus bureau engagement at a more granular service level, connecting
program staff in OMF responsible for service provision to business owners in the bureaus. A
successful example of this model is the GIS group in BTS, which maintains a strong connection
to GIS users throughout the City.
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Key to this approach is ensuring that those bureau business owners understand their role and
the responsibilities that go with it, including a) to push back on OMF service delivery models
and costs where appropriate and b) to communicate with their own bureau fiscal managers the
importance of OMF’s adds and cut packages in relation to their own business and budget
decisions.
CBO acknowledges that this prioritization dialogue is likely very difficult to accomplish
simultaneously with the development of bureau budgets. Therefore, CBO recommends that
OMF explore ways to move decision‐making for overhead and internal service budgeting earlier
in the budget process.

Camping‐Related Issues
As part of the FY 2016‐17 Adopted Budget, OMF‐Facilities received $690,000 in one‐time
General Fund for several camping‐related items as part of the declared housing emergency.
This amount augmented funding that was added to Facilities’ budget by supplemental
ordinance during FY 2015‐16. The funding has been used to provide amenities and upgrades at
various campsites and other locations such as portable toilets, fencing, generators, etc.; day
storage; Clean Start camp services; and staff support.
This funding was included in the FY 2016‐17 budget on a one‐time basis with the understanding
that, subsequent to the creation of the Joint Office of Homeless Services (JOHS) on July 1, 2016,
that office would determine in future years how these services would be ranked in terms of
system priority for the available funding.
Consequently, no funding has been requested in OMF‐Facilities to continue these activities, and
CBO would not recommend such funding to be directly allocated to OMF‐Facilities; direct
funding would continue a fragmentation of service prioritization and delivery that the creation
of the JOHS was intended to resolve. OMF‐Facilities is an internal service provider whose
mission is tightly focused on meeting bureau customer needs. Without a paying customer,
OMF‐Facilities is ill‐positioned to determine an appropriate level of service for camping‐ and
homeless‐related issues. Should City Council wish to fund these services, CBO recommends that
those resources be allocated to the JOHS as the policy coordinator of the homeless services
system, and, to the degree that OMF‐Facilities is determined to be the most effective provider
of those services, the JOHS should enter into a customer‐provider relationship.
A related program within OMF‐Facilities is the Coordinated Campsite Cleanup program which
provides contracted clean‐up of City property on behalf of customer bureaus. CBO believes that
this service appropriately resides within OMF‐Facilities as it is intended to be responsive to
bureau customer needs. A request has been made to include additional costs in this program.
That request is addressed in decision package MF_30, below.
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Recruitment, Staffing, and Equity
According to Bureau of Human Resources figures, 28.5% of applicants Citywide in FY 2015‐16
were minorities and 40% were women. These figures have increased over the last five years
from 20% and 30% respectively. The bureau expects to continue this upward trajectory in the
current year and into FY 2017‐18 where targets are set at 32% minority applicants and 46%
women applicants.
The bureau has expressed a desire to perform increased analytics around recruitment and
hiring, particularly around issues of equity. It would be useful to report on not just the number
of applicants, but the number of hires in these two underrepresented populations. Moreover, it
would be useful to break down these figures further into manager/non‐manager and other
position classification subgroups.
According to the Office of Equity and Human Rights’ dashboard, 21% of City staff are non‐white
(excluding seasonal/casual employees). Among managers, that figure goes down to 17.6%.
According to 2010 Census figures, 23.9% of Portlanders are non‐white. If the percentage of
minority applicants is representative of the percentage of minority hires, the City will continue
to eliminate racial disparities in its workforce.
One of the primary functions within BHR to support these measures is recruitment; however,
this group has been reduced over the last several years, minimizing the capacity to do targeted
outreach. A request was made in the FY 2017‐18 budget which would increase the recruitment
staff by 2.0 FTE and increase the capacity for this type of outreach (as well as other service level
improvements). As discussed below, however, this add package has not been recommended
due to a lack of available funding and insufficient customer support.

Facilities Services: Asset Management and Major Maintenance Funding
Asset Management Program Development. The Facilities Services division is experiencing
significant organization challenges. The division is wrestling with a backlog of incomplete major
maintenance projects – compounded by the lack of a robust asset management program – as
well as a backlog of preventive maintenance work.
A suite of limited term positions was approved during the FY 2016‐17 Fall BMP to begin
addressing these issues, including a Building Systems Engineer and an Asset Management
Program Coordinator that are being recommended for permanent status in this review.
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Facilities Services’ historical budget‐to‐actual spending on major maintenance has hovered
around 20% in recent years, but the division is showing improvement with the addition of staff
and organizational
changes. Year to date
Major Maintenance Project Completion Rate is
budget to actual
Improving Relative to Prior Years
spending is at 31% as
of February, 2017, a
FY 2016‐17 (YTD)
31% as of 2/2017
marked improvement
over the prior year.
FY 2015‐16
A 2016 internal
FY 2014‐15
analysis of the
Facilities Services
FY 2013‐14
asset management
practices identified
FY 2012‐13
several areas for
$0
$5,000,000
$10,000,000
$15,000,000
$20,000,000
improvement: major
maintenance project
Major Maintenance Budget
Major Maintenance Actuals
prioritization and
documentation, developing long range plans for Facilities‐managed properties, and more
closely tying annual major maintenance plans with staff availability and project duration
timelines. Particularly critical is the development of a robust prioritization framework, utilizing
risk/consequence matrices to inform project prioritization, as project prioritization has
historically been made on an ad hoc basis.
The groundwork has been laid for these efforts, but implementation of an asset management
program has not yet begun in earnest. The division plans to hire an external change
management consultant to assist with implementation, as well as create a Planning &
Performance Management team responsible for the Facilities Services Asset Management
program development. Facilities Services is requesting a budget note to phase in approximately
$6.5 million in rental rate increases. The successful development of a robust Asset Management
program is critical to the appropriate deployment of these new resources (see budget note
recommendations below).
As currently envisioned, the success of the Asset Management function will be highly
dependent on the Asset Management Program Coordinator position and an existing
Management Analyst on the BIBS Administration team. It is unclear whether the Asset
Management Coordinator position will be filled internally or externally by an asset management
professional. There are benefits to developing this expertise in‐house – existing staff are
familiar with the staff, systems, and challenges – but there are risks as well. Given the
appropriate authority, a professional asset manager embedded with project staff would likely
be able to affect organizational change and develop new protocols more quickly. However, the
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backlog of deferred maintenance work is an issue with a rather long tail, and the development
of robust asset management programs is typically an iterative, multi‐year endeavor.

Major Maintenance Increase Budget Note Request. Facilities Services has requested that
Council include a budget note in the Adopted Budget calling for OMF to phase in increases to
major maintenance rates. This request echoes a recommendation in the Closing the Major
Maintenance and Asset Replacement Funding Gap report issued by CBO and the Citywide Asset
Manager Group in 2014.
CBO supports this budget note request, but would recommend ensuring the budget note
addresses the following key issues:
 Service Level Definitions: Clarification of “tenant improvement” vs. “major
maintenance”. After participating in a series of major maintenance prioritization
sessions, Facilities Services staff and CBO concurred that there is ambiguity, both from
a policy (see major maintenance section) perspective and from a tenant
communications perspective, around what constitutes a project appropriately funded
out of major maintenance rates.
 Validation of the 3% of replacement value “target” rate component. Facilities Services
has cited, based on a consultant’s report, a 3% of replacement value target for the
major maintenance component of rental rates. However, other jurisdictions employ
varying percentages to determine major maintenance contributions (Multnomah
County’s rate is set at 2%) and asset management professionals do not uniformly
recommend a 3% rate as a best practice. Also, in the future more accurate rates could
be set, building‐by‐building, based on the 30‐year lifecycle plans Facilities Services
intends to develop.
 Portfolio‐Wide Phase‐In Approach. Not all Facilities Services‐managed properties have
insufficient major maintenance funding to cover the costs of near‐term needs. Given
limited resources, CBO recommends that greater resources be directed to insufficiently
funded buildings in the near term by staggering the phase‐in (at rates temporarily
higher than 3%) to these buildings. Major maintenance contributions could then be
stabilized at a later date, based on the building life cycle plans mentioned above, or at
a validated target rate. Alternatively, the timeline for the phase‐in could be accelerated
for these buildings.
 Asset Management Program Development and Performance Measures. Major
maintenance funding is lower than it should be for many properties, but Facilities
Services has historically struggled to complete major maintenance even where
resources are plentiful. Facilities Services has identified organizational changes
designed to improve its project prioritization and completion rate, but historical
performance measures are insufficient to appropriately monitor and track progress in
Facilities Services. CBO recommends that the new Planning & Performance
Management team develop a suite of performance measures prior to any phase‐in,
and that those measures be reviewed by CBO and the Citywide Asset Manager Group.
Office of Management & Finance
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Portland Building Reconstruction Project
Progress and Project Scope: In October 2015, City Council approved Resolution 37158 in which
OMF was directed to complete the Portland Building reconstruction project by the year 2020 at
a cost not to exceed $195 million. The reconstruction project is currently on schedule. Major
milestones reached during the current year include:





bringing on Day CPM as owner’s representative;
signing a design‐build‐relocate contract with Howard S. Wright and the DLR Group;
completion of Phase I designs; and
acquisition of temporary space for current tenants to accommodate a full move‐out
during reconstruction.

The development of Phase I programming and criteria design resulted in a basis of design and
further refined the project scope, budget, and schedule. The project contract is a progressive
Design‐Build‐Relocate contract, meaning that the project cost and project timeline are fixed.
The only flexibility is in the project scope, which was further clarified in December 2016 at the
completion of Phase I. At a minimum, the project will eliminate the building’s water intrusion
issues, repair structural degradation, update seismic level to meet current code, and
upgrade/replace HVAC and other building systems and accessibility. Per decision document D3
02‐2016, the following items were clarified to be in/out of scope for the $195 million project
budget:

See the Related Projects section for several projects interrelated with the reconstruction that
are not included in the project scope.
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Space Optimization: Analysis during Phase I determined that the incorporation of modern space
design and standardized furniture could yield additional capacity in the redesigned building,
allowing for the possibility of 1) accommodating existing tenant bureaus’ projected growth and
2) bringing in employees currently in leased space. The project team anticipates that 2.5 floors
of the reconstructed Portland Building will be available for new or currently out‐leased
employees if this space optimization concept is pursued.
Because the space optimization concept hinges on 1) universal purchase of standardized
furniture kits and 2) smaller average square‐foot‐per‐person allotments for existing and
proposed bureau tenants, and 3) has implications for future City space planning, the project
team conducted a work session with Council to determine whether to move forward with this
option. OMF’s financial analysis of various space optimization scenarios estimated the total cost
of $18.8 million for the bureau furniture, common area furniture, and tenant improvements
required to bring in an anticipated 220 growth employees and 192 employees in leased space.
This figure does not include the cost of A/V equipment for common spaces or bureau‐specific
spaces. OMF’s analysis of future space needs, either additional leased space or new
construction, suggested net cost savings of approximately $30 million if these employees are
located in the reconstructed Portland Building. Data points for the “new construction” scenario
were based on co‐location options with PSU in the Jasmine Block.
The $18.8 million in upfront costs are not included in the $195 million project budget as scoped.
OMF intends to request this project be debt‐financed and included in the five‐year financial
forecast, as opposed to having individual bureaus absorb or request funding to pay for
furniture, equipment and tenant improvements. As of February 2017, Council’s support for this
option is expected but not certain.
Project Funding and Cash Contribution: Total project requirements of $195 million will be met
with $9.75 million in cash reserves and $185.25 million in debt proceeds. Project costs are being
funded with cash reserves and a line of credit prior to a long term debt issuance anticipated in
2020. The project has expended $6.4 million to date, primarily on architectural and engineering
costs.
Per City Financial policy, the project has a 5% cash funding requirement of $9.75 million. It is
generally agreed that the Portland Building major maintenance account, in‐lieu rent payments
from tenants during reconstruction, and proportionate cash contributions from tenant bureaus
will be used to meet the cash requirement.
OMF currently plans to utilize $2.575 million in General Fund resources (approved by Council in
2015‐16 for the General Fund’s share of as‐yet‐unknown Portland Building costs) to meet the
cash contribution requirements for all Portland Building tenants with the exception of BES and
Water. This means that PBOT and non‐General Fund bureaus within OMF will not be making
proportionate cash contributions. CBO recommends that all non‐General Fund bureaus fund
their proportionate share of the cash contribution, and the General Fund only contribute cash
for the General Fund‐funded bureaus’ proportionate share. Previous analyses have indicated
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this would result in one‐time cost savings to the General Fund of at least $1 million, though this
figure will fluctuate until square footage allocations are finalized.
OMF’s primary concern with this recommendation is that OMF and PBOT have not planned for
these cash contributions in the development of their budgets and rates. If the CBO
recommended approach is taken, OMF has suggested, and CBO concurs, that PBOT and OMF be
allowed to delay the cash contribution payment until FY 2018‐19 or FY 2019‐20.
Related Projects: The design and evolution of the Portland Building reconstruction project has
resulted in multiple spin‐off projects that are not included in the scope of the reconstruction
project or in the project budget. These projects are integral to the progress and completion of
the reconstruction project as currently envisioned. While these projects have ancillary benefits
and/or address preexisting significant issues, they likely would not have been initiated in the
near term but for the need to accommodate the reconstruction of the Portland Building.
Data Center Move: This project is to relocate and fortify the Data Center housed on the
3rd floor of the Portland Building. Total project cost is estimated to be $9.7 million.
CityKids Daycare Relocation: This project is to relocate the daycare that was previously
housed on the ground floor of the Portland Building to the Crown Plaza building. Total
project cost is anticipated to be $880,817.
Space Optimization: This project includes the purchase of flexible furniture kits for all
existing and future Portland Building tenants, tenant improvements for 2.5 floors of the
Portland Building, and common area furniture. Total project cost is estimated to be
$18.8 million.
Security Access System Redesign*: This project, proposed by OMF in the FY 2017‐18
requested budget, is to develop the design of a modern, standardized Citywide
enterprise security system. The urgency of the project is precipitated by the timing of
the Portland Building reconstruction project. Total project cost for design is estimated
to be $1 million; costs for hardware and implementation are unknown.
Teleworking and Technology*: The redesign of the Portland Building is anticipated to
accommodate teleworking options. There will be related technology costs associated
the development of this program. Total project costs are as yet unknown.
*Denotes projects under consideration.

Decision Package Analysis & Recommendations
Bureau of Human Resources
BHR Reclassification of Position, MF_36, ($88,332)
This package reclassifies a Human Resources Coordinator to an HR Tech position. The bureau
intends for the new position to focus on developing metrics and other data on various HR
programs and processes. The reclassification saves roughly $16,765 comparing the top of range
for each of these classifications. The remainder is related to the elimination of part‐time
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services and other personnel services expenditures. This reduction saves $40,400 in the General
Fund and $47,932 for General Fund Overhead paying bureaus.
CBO is supportive of the addition of a position dedicated to data utilization. The current
recruitment management system – NeoGOV – is currently underutilized for management
reporting purposes; it contains data that can be used by BHR to establish and measure service
levels and by bureaus to perform analysis on recruitment efforts. CBO recommends this
reclassification and the additional personnel savings.

CBO Recommendation: ($88,332)
BHR PERS Realignment of Resources, MF_35 ($88,332)
This package would shift costs associated with a position in Payroll dedicated to PERS
administration from General Fund Overhead funding to the Health Fund administrative fee.
While the package as entered shows savings through reduced materials and services, it would in
fact raise revenues through collections from the administrative fee, which is charged bureaus
on a per employee basis. This shifts costs from an allocation metric based on a blend of bureau
budget size and FTE to one purely based on FTE. Additionally, because the General Fund pays
the General Fund bureau portion of overhead, but bureaus pay the administrative fee directly,
this reallocation results in additional costs to General Fund bureaus.
While CBO has not identified any issues with this reallocation on policy grounds as these costs
are eligible under the revised Health Fund Statement of Purpose, it does not result in overall
cost savings to the City unless bureaus absorb the General Fund impact within their current
appropriation level. A similar package shifting the costs of Family Medical Leave Act
administration was included in the FY 2016‐17 budget.
This package is recommended with the following adjustment: General Fund savings are shifted
to admin fee revenue instead of external materials and services savings.

CBO Recommendation: $0
BHR BES/Water/PBOT IA Increase for Training, MF_34 $0
This package shifts a portion ($99,526) of the current cost of the Training and Workforce
Development program from General Fund Overhead funding to an interagency model that
charges each of the customer bureaus $33,175. This represents 15.8% of total program
resources. The General Fund discretionary savings totals $45,520 with overhead paying bureaus
saving $54,006.
This shift of funding implies a shift in the work being performed from work that meets a
uniform level of service for all bureaus to work that is performed solely on behalf of the paying
bureaus. However, OMF responses to CBO questions indicate that current overhead customers
will not be impacted by these inter‐agencies and that the charges included in this package are
based on an analysis of current staff effort.
Office of Management & Finance
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This calculation is of concern to CBO as it undermines the validity of the overhead model; as the
biggest payers into the overhead pool, the three bureaus that would be charged under this
package already should be receiving a significant portion of the service. To charge an
interagency on top of this would be to double‐charge the bureau. As a result of these concerns,
CBO does not recommend the package as submitted. If, however, the customer bureaus are
willing to pay the interagency amount for a premium service that is above a well‐defined
General Fund overhead service baseline, BHR could increase overall training capacity. CBO
would only recommend such an arrangement if BHR were to provide a clear definition of what
the service level standard is.
CBO recommends that, to the degree that Council requires a full 5% reduction option from
OMF, they should direct the bureau to provide alternatives to this package.

CBO Recommendation: $0
BHR Site Team Manager Reduction, MF_33 ($165,690), (1.00 FTE)
This package would eliminate one of three site team managers, increasing the span of control
of these managers from four or five HR business partners per manager to six or seven per
manager. CBO finds the primary negative impact of this package to be the reduction of capacity
to lead and support special projects. Projects that managers participate in predominantly focus
on consistent practice (e.g. training, manager tools, committee work on development of
Citywide guidance) or high‐level human resources support to bureaus (e.g. organizational
conflict issues, high‐level recruitment assistance, arbitration implementation support, etc.).
This package is recommended based on the need for General Fund resources to balance the
City budget.

CBO Recommendation: ($165,690), (1.00 FTE)
BHR Recruitment and Accommodation Coordinator, MF_37 $367,422, 3.00 FTE
This request consists of two parts: two additional positions supporting recruitment and an
Accommodation Coordinator to implement portions of the Model Employer Strategic Plan.
Workload for the Employment & Development Group in BHR has increased in recent years,
stretching the capacity of the existing team. Between calendar year 2013 and 2016, staff
recruitment processing increased by 146% to 525 total recruitments. To manage workload, the
bureau states that staff has consistently been working as much as 15 hours per week overtime.
In 2016, the bureau undertook a process reengineering effort that the bureau believes will
reduce the overtime worked by current staff; however, the bureau finds that improvements in
recruitment timelines and improved service with regard to focused outreach and initial
screenings of applicants would only be achievable with an increase in staffing. A preliminary
action plan from the process improvement effort is expected shortly.
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There are currently no measures that capture outcomes of this group particularly well.
Outcomes would ideally reflect the speed and quality of recruitments. The success measure
currently tracked by the bureau – percentage of recruitments meeting original or renegotiated
timelines – is insufficient in that the timelines can get longer (i.e. a decline in overall service)
without this measure being impacted. The bureau has acknowledged this deficiency and is
developing a more robust understanding and utilization of the data available from NeoGOV, the
recruitment management application, to develop alternative measures. Decision package
MF_35 describes the reclassification that would enable the bureau to pursue more robust
analytics. CBO endorses this effort and encourages the bureau to develop more meaningful
outcome measures.
As discussed in the Key Issues, CBO has reached out to bureau customers to receive their input
on the prioritization of this request. The results of that survey indicate that while bureaus
acknowledge that the service is not optimal, the bureaus have mostly prioritized their own
direct services over increased overhead. As such, CBO does not recommend funding at this
time. However, to the degree that particular bureaus continue to have acute hiring needs, CBO
recommends the development of ad hoc inter‐agencies for premium services. CBO
acknowledges that hiring additional recruitment staff can take time and so, even while funded,
the capacity for increased service might not be available.
With regard to the Accommodation Coordinator, CBO believes that this position could
potentially improve outcomes with regard to accommodations by making the process more
welcoming and inclusive. However, the bureau has not provided evidence that the body of work
specifically associated with accommodations warrants a full position. The comparison to the
FMLA coordinator seems not to be apt; there is a steady flow of FMLA requests from year to
year, whereas the accommodations coordinator is likely to deal with considerably fewer
customers as the workload will largely be driven by a relatively small percentage of new
employees (after a possible initial spike to manage the unidentified needs of existing staff)
versus, with FMLA, some percentage of staff requiring support each year.
In light of the fact that the workload is probably not sufficient to justify a full FTE, CBO
recommends the position but does so with the provision that it be responsible for the larger
effort of implementing the Model Employer program. This program includes recommendations
around retention and advancement, creating and maintaining a supportive environment, and
staff growth and development. The bureau has previously indicated that the total body of work
including both accommodations and implementation of the Model Employer plan would take
between 1.5 and 2.0 FTE. CBO recommends starting with the 1.0 FTE and either scaling the
program, extending timelines, or pursuing additional resources at a later point once the needs
are better understood.
CBO has also recommended funding for a position within the Office or Equity and Human Rights
to address issues related to Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act. One of the goals of this
position is to develop a consistent, comprehensive approach for requesting and reporting
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accommodations by the public, as well as increasing technical assistance, documenting
recommended practices and procedures, and facilitating evaluations of ADA Transition Plan and
ADA Self Evaluation Activities. CBO recommends that BHR and OEHR work together to develop
a shared or similar process for requesting, documenting, and monitoring individual requests
under both Title I & II to promote consistency across City bureaus.

CBO Recommendation: $123,834, 1.00 FTE
Office of the Chief Administrative Officer
BO Staff Support for Citywide Projects, MF_09 ($82,615)
This package makes several reductions and realignments of resources including:
 A reduction of $53,794 in discretionary General Fund
 A reduction of $63,210 in General Fund Overhead bureau payments
 An increase of $35,000 in interagency charges to bureaus in OMF including $10,000
for administrative costs associated with the Mt Hood Cable and Regulatory
Commission and $25,000 from BTS for management of the Technology Executive
Steering Committee.
This net reduction of $82,615 consists of the elimination of a seasonal position working on the
City Charitable Campaign ($20,000), shifting the work to a full‐time employee; the elimination
of a Hatfield Fellow ($40,000); and the elimination of support for process improvement training
($22,615). With the shift of the Charitable Campaign to a full‐time employee, support for the
Socially Responsible Investment Committee will be eliminated. The committee is currently
inactive pending Council approval of the City’s Investment Policy in 2017. OMF has indicated
that, should the SRIC be reactivated to fulfill the function of reviewing corporate securities for
the Do‐Not‐Buy List, staff resources will need to be reapplied to that function.
CBO notes that the costs reallocated to BTS – while they might be appropriate charges – have
the effect of shifting costs from an allocation metric based on a blend of bureau budget size and
FTE to one based on technology utilization. While the General Fund overhead savings
associated with this package offset the BTS cost to those non‐General Fund customers, this
reallocation results in additional BTS costs to General Fund bureaus.
This package is recommended based on the requirements of Citywide balancing.

CBO Recommendation: ($82,615)
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Strategic Projects and Policy Team Request (various Decision Package #s; see below)
Decision
Package
#

Description

Full Time
Equivalents

GF Discretionary

GF Overhead

Interagency (inc. Contingency
PDC)
Return

MF_02

CAO Policy Analyst Position

1.00 $

81,142 $

96,268 $

MF_03

CAO Biologicial Opinion Program Manager

0.50 $

8,704 $

10,327 $

MF_08

CAO Strategic Projects & PT Realign Staff

2.00 $

163,666 $

194,176 $

MF_32

Fac Strategic Projects and Policy Team Realign Staff

(2.00) $

TOTAL

1.50

$

‐
253,512

$
$

‐
300,771

$

‐

56,913 $

‐

‐

‐

$

(148,165) $

148,164

$

(91,252) $

148,164

The OMF budget includes several requests that would increase the overall size and capacity of
the Strategic Projects and Policy Team in the Chief Administrative Officer’s office. These
requests have a net cost of $463,031 across all funding streams (excluding a return to
contingency) and include the following:
 An additional Policy Analyst position, funded through the General Fund overhead
model ($177,410)
 Two additional positions with classifications yet to be determined, to be realigned
from OMF‐Facilities and funded through the General Fund overhead model ($357,842)
 A half position dedicated to coordinating the City’s response to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s Biological Opinion funded by a mix of General Fund
discretionary and funding from BDS, BES, and PDC ($75,944).
 Reduction of two positions in the strategic projects and policy team in OMF‐Facilities,
saving customers of that bureau $148,165 and returning $148,164 to contingency
where it will likely be drawn by other staff performing the direct project work currently
performed by these two FTE.
The BiOp position is one that has been agreed to by the other funders. The need for
coordination is recognized by all parties.
It is difficult to assess the value of the other positions in terms of outcomes (i.e. increased
service levels and public value, reduced enterprise risk, or cost savings and efficiencies gained).
Nonetheless, the existing group has demonstrated value in addressing a number of Citywide
and OMF issues; however, given the OMF priority ranking of the new position and the
constraints of Citywide balancing of the General Fund, CBO does not recommend the new
position at this time. Nonetheless, CBO recognizes that increasing the capacity of this group
may be a priority for the CAO, the Mayor, and Council. To that end, CBO notes several issues for
consideration regarding the addition of these positions:
 Authority. As noted by the bureau in responses to CBO questions, “Authority to drive
toward and implement solutions is affected by the commission form of government,
existing practices and limited capacity.” CBO notes that these constraints on authority
for this convening role can lead to lengthy timelines, suboptimal solutions, and unmet
expectation, regardless of the capacity and talent of staff. The more explicit the
authority granted to this role, the more valuable it can be.
 Cost. To the degree that these positions will play a more traditional convening role
without the authority to drive toward and direct the implementation of solutions, CBO
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recommends that the class specifications be written to be more in line with traditional
conveners such as management analysts. These classifications can be more cost
effective than higher level classifications that presume the authority discussed. For
example, if the positions are moved to classifications that are more equivalent to the
current salary costs ($92,802 and $110,448) rather than the requested salary costs
($126,684 and $121,116), the cost of the realignment would be greatly mitigated.
 Prioritization. With many opportunities available to address crosscutting Citywide
issues, one way to address the constraints above would be to have an explicit protocol
whereby projects and initiatives are selected based on the projected return on
investment and explicit buy‐in from all relevant leadership. This would have the effect
of prioritizing those projects that give the OMF staff de facto authority to press forward
with optimal solutions. The BiOp position – a role that has been agreed upon by the
impacted bureaus – is an example of how this might work well.
 Facilities Impact. While the bureau notes that immediate impacts of this realignment of
Facilities staff is mitigated by the fact that these staff will continue to work on the
Portland Building and transition other project work to implementation staff, there will
still be diminished capacity within OMF‐Facilities to undertake future work.
While CBO is not currently recommending new General Fund for these positions (with the
exception of a small amount for the BiOp position and resources generated by savings from the
Facilities realignment), to the degree that there is a desire on the part of Council or the CAO’s
office to fund them, CBO recommends that the bureau look to realign internally. An area that
might possibly be a source of realignment is be Business Operations where the bureau’s
requested budget includes, after reduction options, a personnel services budget with $247,794
more than the projected need to fund all regular Business Operations positions. This excess is
currently available to continue two existing limited term positions (set to expire at the end of FY
2016‐17) and for seasonal/community service aide support. Additionally, the requested budget,
after reductions, includes $196,565 more in external materials and services than the average
spending over the last six years and $95,198 more than the maximum spending in this category
in the last six years.

To address this possible realignment option, CBO has recommended that the BiOp half‐
position and one of the realigned positions combine to make a single position (i.e. 1.0 FTE
instead of 1.5 FTE). CBO, as part of the recommendation, has also reduced the cost of the
realigned positions to reflect their current classifications. Finally, in order to make the
realignment net zero (albeit across multiple funding sources), CBO has reduced external
materials and services within Business Operations by $90,945.
This is merely a suggested approach to minimizing costs and addressing all additional costs
beyond net‐zero realignment internally; CBO recognizes that this may not entirely meet
OMF’s organizational objectives. To the degree that OMF has alternate offsets to fully fund
this realignment, CBO will work with OMF leadership during the remainder of the budget
process to implement them. Alternately, if OMF is concerned about the bureau’s capacity to
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realign resources to make this proposed realignment cost neutral, CBO would work with
Mayor to determine what Citywide General Fund reductions would be necessary to fund
these requests.
CBO Recommendation: $75,944, 0.00 FTE
Bureau of Technology Services

BTS Public Safety Position Transfers, MF_22 $4,066,681
There are two distinct components to this package: the creation of a new Technology Business
Consultant (TBC) to serve all the public safety bureaus and the transfer of remaining Public
Safety System Revitalization Resources to the BTS fund to be spent on public safety technology
infrastructure priorities. Two of the three remaining positions that were funded by PSSRP
General Fund resources (which are no longer available in FY 2017‐18) would be funded by this
project resource.
The TBC would increase the size of the team from four to five TBC’s. The position would be
budgeted at $140,230 and funded through an increase in the Corporate Services rate, an
allocation to all bureaus based on their overall BTS charges. A new TBC is needed because
Police has not participated in the program; per the recommendation of the Gartner Public
Safety Assessment, a single TBC should responsible for all public safety bureaus in an effort to
align services and investments across those bureaus. As Police has been paying the Corporate
Services charge but not receiving this service, it is appropriate that they would also benefit from
the TBC services. Their addition to the program, however, would constrain the group’s ability to
deliver a high level of service. This group serves as a connection between BTS services and their
customers. Its success is reflected in a 3.08 score (on a scale from 1 to 4) in a 2016 survey of
customers, the highest score for any service rated in BTS. CBO recommends this position.
The second portion of this package would transfer $3,926,451 from the Public Safety General
Obligation Bond Fund to the Technology Services Fund. These resources are left over after the
completion of all the PSSRP projects. The original source of the funds was General Fund and
fund transfers from the Technology Services Fund.
Of the total transfer, $3,569,003 would be added to a contingency dedicated to public safety
technology projects. An Executive Oversight Committee (EOC), made up of public safety bureau
directors would determine the prioritization of projects. The projects will be initially screened
and prioritized by the requesting bureau and then reviewed by the EOC for final prioritization.
Projects approved by the EOC would be included in a BTS budget request for council
consideration and approval. CBO recommends using a portion of this funding to leverage other
funds to replace Police’s Mobile Data Computers (see CBO’s review of the Portland Police
Bureau budget for more details).
Aside from the contingency amount, the remaining $357,448 would fund two Technology
Capital Project Managers to implement projects identified by the EOC. To the degree that this
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project resource is exhausted in the future and not replenished with additional project funds,
these positions would be eliminated.
CBO recommends this package based on the near‐term technology needs identified by the
public safety bureaus and based on the Public Safety GO Bond Fund disposition requirements
that indicate that all non‐bond proceed balances go back to the Technology Services Fund. Note
that the there is no net increase in FTE; the positions funded through this request are regular
positions that are currently working on the PSSRP project; they would be eliminated in FY 2017‐
18 without the funding in this request.

CBO Recommendation: $4,066,681
BTS Enterprise Mobility Management, MF_21 $543,684, 4.00 FTE
This request adds four positions (with associated materials and services) and $78,000 for license
costs for the application platform and BTS infrastructure. The positions include:
 Two Information Systems Technology Analyst IV in the Support Center
 One Principal Information Systems Analyst in Production Services
 One Information Systems Technology Analyst I in Communications
These positions do not form a separate group within BTS, but rather would enhance staffing at
BTS to develop capacity to manage mobile devices, applications, and inventory more effectively
and manage content more securely.
The bureau would recover costs through increased Telecomm Services charges to bureaus. The
rate would be based on fixed rate per device, estimated at $272/unit per year assumes ~2,000
units currently in inventory in non‐Police bureaus (Police currently manages their own devices
with a dedicated staff person). This charge would be in addition to the current rate of $82 per
cellular device which supports staffing of the Communications group and bureau overhead
(which, among other things, funds the HelpDesk).
Assuming 1,800 effective hours per year per FTE, an increase in HelpDesk support of 2.0 FTE
would imply that each device would utilize 1.4 hours of HelpDesk time per year2.
According to the service design document provided by BTS, the workload was estimated based
on the fact that Police manages 1,000 devices with a dedicated position. Using a linear cost
estimation model based on the Police experience may not be the optimal approach. CBO
recommends a more nuanced approach to estimating workload given that the proposed mobile
solution is likely to support scale.
As discussed in the Key Issues section of this report, CBO asked customer bureaus how they
would prioritize this request. Given that the benefits of increased internal service provision are
largely captured in the form of bureau efficiencies (less time spent managing devices,

2

Based on an assumption of 2,500 units, as per the high‐end estimate provided in bureau responses to CBO questions.
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applications, and training; reduced downtime for mobile devices; and standardization of
processes), CBO relies on customers to determine whether the proposed service enhancement
makes sense in the context of their businesses. The results of the survey indicate that while
most bureaus seem to value the increased service level, the cost is above what they are willing
to pay.
Based on concerns over the workload estimation methodologies and the customer response,
CBO recommends that BTS work with customers to reach consensus around the workload and
costs and return later in the budget process with a revised proposal. Should some
approximation of consensus be achieved, CBO would recommend funding the refined package.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
BTS Technology Disaster Planning Analyst, MF_19 $131,719, 1.00 FTE
This position would convert a temporary appointment to a regular position. The position is a
Senior Business Systems Analyst that works to mitigate threats to the City’s information and
technology systems in the case of a natural or manmade disaster. The position is expected to
create and monitor a technology continuity plan, assist in annual testing of the plan, and
monitor progress toward mitigation of threats to information and technology assets. The
position was originally funded as limited term in FY 2014‐15, but after several failed
recruitments, a temporary appointment was made in the current fiscal year (FY 2016‐17).
BTS has persisted in requesting the position as ongoing, noting that the marketplace for this
skillset is very competitive and a limited term position is a disincentive for top‐ranked
candidates. The request was made in FY 2015‐16 and now again in FY 2017‐18.
As with several other packages, customer bureaus, were asked to prioritize this position within
their own budgets. Generally speaking, in the bureau responses, this position was not
prioritized over preserving or enhancing direct services in those bureaus, however some
bureaus noted its enterprise value.
However, based on the Citywide risk associated with potential natural and human‐caused
disasters and the enterprise value in mitigating those risks, CBO recommends this position,
included with new interagency funding. This recommendation notwithstanding, CBO
recommends that internal realignments be explored through the remainder of the budget
process in an effort to address this need internally. The bureau has indicated that an annual
review is performed of possible strategic realignments; CBO will work with BTS to understand
the results of this review more completely and to identify possible trade‐offs for City Council.

CBO Recommendation: $131,719, 1.00 FTE
BTS Chief Data Officer, MF_20 $207,655, 1.00 FTE
This package would add a Chief Data Officer (CDO) position funded through interagency
revenues to develop and operationalize the City’s strategy for data governance and data‐driven
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decision making. This position would report to the BTS Director and would have no subordinate
staff. Position responsibilities include facilitating a data governance committee, conducting a
data inventory, and assessing emerging technologies that might enable the City to manage data
as an enterprise asset.
CBO does not recommend this package. The proposed responsibilities of this position are in
part duplicative of efforts currently underway in other City bureaus; for example, the CDO
position will “expand Open Data opportunities” for the City, yet the Bureau of Planning &
Sustainability has been developing revised open data policy and governance practices for the
City since October 2016 (per Council Resolution 37236) as part of Portland’s engagement with
What Works Cities. The addition of this position seems to assume that these current activities
are best transferred to BTS; however, cities with advanced data governance practices
increasingly prescribe that the best placement for a CDO‐type position is outside of IT,3 as it
shifts the CDO’s emphasis away from IT’s typical focus on systems maintenance and data
security, and enables the position to be more effective at developing externally‐facing
partnerships and supporting departmental innovations. Such partnerships with the technical
community might include support of the open‐source web application project currently
underway between three City bureaus and local civic engagement non‐profit Hack Oregon.
The Hack Oregon partnership is just one example of how networks of City staff are reaching
beyond bureau boundaries to pool their expertise with impressive results in the realm of data‐
driven decision‐making and technology. Others include Portland’s finalist award for the 2016 US
DOT “Smart city Challenge”, a thriving Tableau User group of analysts creating impactful data
analytics projects, and the City’s adoption of the ISO Standard for City metrics through
membership to the World Council on City Data. Given such tangible success, one may conclude
that these ad‐hoc networks promote greater opportunity for employees to engage in this
arena, rather than be directed through the City’s IT function. More consideration appears to be
needed to plan for how a CDO‐type role can support rather than supplant progress already
being made by City staff.
Additionally, CBO believes the proposed employee salary of $143,811 does not align with the
position responsibilities described, which include conducting a data inventory and facilitating a
data governance committee. Similar activities are described in the Smart Cities decision package
submitted by the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability for a Management Analyst role with a
salary of $66,996. Without changes to code to give the CDO decision‐making authority over
customer bureau data assets and systems, the position would perform a primarily consultative
function that is currently being performed by staff in both BPS and BTS.
CBO recommends that any strategy for future data governance should build on the foundation
of the City’s current efforts. To create a more fully developed vision for this role, BTS should

3

One organization advancing this recommendation is the Government Center for Excellence, a consultancy based out of
Johns Hopkins University developed to support the performance analytics practices of mid‐sized cities in the United States.
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work with customer bureaus to understand desired innovations and analytics needs for the City
to support at an enterprise level.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services
Accounting OSS II AR/AP, EMS, MF_01 ($142,815), (1.0 FTE)
This package reduces personal services by $87,893 and external materials and services by
$54,922. The personal services reduction would eliminate a filled Office Support Specialist II
position and reduce overtime by $5,000. The OSS II position provides clerical support to the
Operational Accounting team and administrative support to the Controller. The Operational
Accounting team performs “ongoing, daily and routine” accounting functions such as accounts
payable and general ledger activities. The elimination of the OSS II position would shift some of
the Operational Accounting team’s administrative work onto higher classification positions. This
team is not currently fully staffed, and the additional administrative workload would negatively
impact this team’s efficiency. This team is currently pursuing a Cash Receipt Lockbox project
that may result in automation of some of these administrative functions in the future; the need
for this position should be reassessed in the future if significant automation is achieved.
The Accounting Division seeks to be an industry leader by publishing the CAFR within 120 days
from fiscal year end, which is 30 days faster than the current 150‐day requirement for local
governments. The FY 2015‐16 CAFR was produced in 135 days. The materials and services and
overtime reduction will limit the division’s ability to meet the 120‐day timeline, but is unlikely to
impact its ability to meet the current 150‐day timeline requirement. Should the GFOA or
municipal bond market shift to a 120‐day requirement in the future, the Technical Accounting
team’s required level of resources should be reassessed.
In the prior fiscal year, the Accounting Division scoped and gathered requirements for the
implementation of a new CAFR software to replace CaseWare. The implementation of the new
software has been delayed due to the moratorium on new technology procurements. Based on
preliminary research, the division anticipates sufficient underspending in the current fiscal year
– to be carried forward in the Spring BMP – to fully fund the cost of implementation and
licensing. CBO recommends a partial reduction of Accounting’s EMS budget to more closely
align with actual spending in prior years, but retain sufficient flexibility to implement a
CaseWare replacement in FY 2017‐18 should underspending in FY 2016‐17 be insufficient.

CBO Recommendation: ($20,000), (0.0 FTE)
Procurement – 5% Required Budget Reduction, MF_04, ($268,977), (1.0 FTE)
This package would eliminate a vacant Sr. Administrative Services Specialist as well as reduce
external materials and services by $163,977. The Sr. Administrative Services Specialist position
is in the Operations Division of Procurement, providing administrative support to a Sr.
Management Analyst as well as processing Accounts Payable, timekeeping, recruitment
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onboarding support, etc. The position has been vacant since December 2016, but backfilled
through a temporary services contract. Going forward, Procurement indicated that the less
complex workload will be redistributed to an Administrative Assistant, while more complex
organizational management tasks will be reassigned to a Sr. Management Analyst, both within
the Operations Division.
Procurement did not cite any specific service levels or performance measures that would be
impacted due to the elimination of this vacant position, but suggested that response times to
vendors would suffer. CBO does not recommend that resources be redirected from
Procurement Services by eliminating this vacant position, but does recommend that
Procurement Services consider reclassifying this position from a Sr. Administrative Services
position to a Procurement Specialist (or other direct service position) to improve procurement
timelines and increase customer service levels within existing resources. Procurement is facing
a temporary increase in workload in its Technology group, and has cited workload concerns in
its Construction group.
With the proposed EMS reduction, Procurement’s FY 2017‐18 EMS budget would be
approximately 7% lower than FY 2015‐16 year‐end actual spending. The EMS reduction is
anticipated to impact flexibility with regard to provision of training (for both customer bureaus
and Procurement staff) and hiring external consultants related to sustainability and social equity
programming. Social equity programming includes technical assistance to the Prime Contractor
Development Program and the We Are Better Together program. Procurement has recently
engaged consultants to explore sustainable procurement issues and plans to fund additional
work to disseminate sustainable procurement strategies to bureaus. Procurement has also cited
the potential for higher technology support for recently implemented Procurement software.
CBO recommends $36,448 reduction of Procurement’s EMS budget. Given traditional
underspending, CBO believes the bureau can absorb this reduction without service impacts.

CBO Recommendation: ($36,448), (0.0 FTE)
Grants – 5% Required Budget Reduction, MF_05, ($35,739); also see Dec Pkg #MF_06
This package reduces Grants Management personal services budget by $95,334 and reallocates
$59,595 to EMS; the $35,739 difference is a reduction in General Fund resources. The personal
services reduction would eliminate a recently hired Financial Analyst position dedicated to
managing Special Appropriations grants, reducing total FTE in the division from 5.0 to 4.0 FTE.
Citing a January 2016 Audit that highlighted limited oversight and a lack of competition, the
Grants Management Division (Grants) successfully championed the value of a centralized
oversight function for the management of Special Appropriations during the FY 2016‐17 Budget
Development process. In order to accommodate this workload, Grants received position
authority for 1.0 FTE Financial Analyst and $92,514 in General Fund resources in FY 2016‐17;
$95,334 is allocated for this position in Grants’ FY 2017‐18 base budget. During the fall of FY
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2016‐17, Grants managed a competitive process for 20 Special Appropriations grants and built a
reporting component into all award agreements. This workload was absorbed within existing
staff levels, as the dedicated FTE was not hired until January 2017, but Grants reports that the
completion of the grant agreements took twice as long as it would have otherwise.
CBO concurs with Grants that this centralized oversight function is of value, given the concerns
raised in the Auditor’s report, and that this function is best housed within Grants. If Council
does not, as it did in FY 2016‐17, continue to set aside $1 million for competitive Special
Appropriations grants, ongoing work is still required to administer existing agreements. If
Council does not continue with the competitive award process that has been established by
Grants, the ongoing workload associated with Special Appropriations management should be
reassessed.
If this position is eliminated, CBO recommends Grant’s budget be reduced by the full General
Fund allocation to support this position, $95,334.

CBO Recommendation: $0.0, 0.0 FTE
Grants – Special Appropriations Financial Analyst, MF_06, $110,694, 1.0 FTE; also see Dec Pkg
#MF_05
This is a companion package to MF_05, directly above. The effect of this package would be to
retain an existing position with an additional $15,360 in personal services funding (beyond the
$95,334 in the base budget) and increase EMS funding by $59,595.
CBO does not recommend this package, as CBO recommends the position in package MF_05 be
retained. To the degree that payroll costs exceed the $95,344 currently budgeted for this
position, CBO recommends that these costs be absorbed within the Bureau of Revenue and
Finance. Personnel services underspending for this bureau has exceeded $500,000 in each of
the last three fiscal years, ranging from 3.5% to 4.8% of total budgeted personal services
spending.

CBO Recommendation: $0.0, 0.0 FTE
Procurement – Construction Project PTE, MF_07, $178,936, 2.0 FTE
This package requests $178,936 to support two additional positions in Procurement: a Sr.
Procurement Specialist position in the PTE (Professional, Technical, and Expert Services)
contracting group to support contract centralization, and a Procurement Assistant to provide
additional capacity to manage lower level “day to day” procurement work while senior staff is
occupied with an influx of high priority/high complexity projects.
Currently, individual bureaus are responsible for managing the PTE procurement process at the
bureau level with support from 3 FTE in Procurement’s PTE group. In FY 2015‐16, a total of 326
PTE contacts were issued across bureaus, with a value of over $45 million. About half of these
contracts are concentrated in larger asset‐owning bureaus (BES, PWB, PBOT, PP&R, OMF‐
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Facilities), which all have dedicated procurement liaisons to manage the PTE process for their
bureaus. Smaller bureaus that manage the remainder of the PTE contracts frequently cite
frustration and confusion with the PTE procurement process, and their lack of familiarity with
government procurement rules and the City of Portland’s numerous business requirements for
contractors add length and complexity to the PTE process.
Procurement’s proposal would add a Sr. Procurement Specialist to marshal through all of the
PTE contracts for bureaus that do not have dedicated staff. Beginning in mid‐year 2015, the PTE
group launched a “Small Bureau Pilot” program that provided a higher level of support for 18
PTE contracts from a subset of low‐frequency bureaus (ONI, OGR, Council Offices, OMF‐
Business Operations, and OEHR). PTE staff noted that the pilot, which is still ongoing, was
successful in “reducing redundancy, reducing vendor confusion, and reducing time‐to‐
execution.” CBO was unable to acquire data on average time‐to‐execution for PTE contracts –
or the impact of the pilot project on time‐to‐execution – as this information is not tracked by
Procurement Services for PTE contracts, making it difficult to assess the impact of the pilot
project4. Procurement staff estimated that centralized management reduced the total time‐to‐
execution for PTE contracts by several weeks for small bureaus that utilize PTE contracts
infrequently. This pilot program is being managed within existing staff resources; the request is
to add a Sr. Procurement Specialist to expand this centralized service to the remainder of the
“small” bureaus on an ongoing basis.
CBO concurs with Procurement Services that this is a promising pilot program, with the
potential to achieve efficiencies in PTE contracting across multiple bureaus. However, CBO
believes that additional analysis is warranted before this pilot is scaled and institutionalized.
CBO recommends Procurement consider the following issues:
1) Process Improvement. Procurement Services noted that there is significant confusion and
frustration with the existing procurement process for PTE contracts, requiring dedicated
staff in larger bureaus and resulting in delays and prolonged execution timelines for
smaller bureaus. To the degree that the process itself could be simplified for all bureau
customers, CBO encourages Procurement Services to engage in a process improvement
effort prior to expending additional resources to centralize an inefficient or confusing
process. Procurement Services has already implemented several process improvement
efforts, including implementing technology upgrades to expedite the procurement
process, and has indicated enthusiasm for additional process improvement work. One‐
time resources may be available to expand these efforts; CBO encourages Procurement
Services to scope the cost and timeline of such an effort.
2) Defining Service Levels. CBO recommends that Procurement Services define the service
levels desired by various customers for PTE contract management, as well as work with

4

Procurement Services recently began tracking time‐to‐execution for some large procurement contracts. CBO recommends
this practice be adopted across contract types and sizes, in order to inform management decisions, customer service
expectations, and future budgetary requests.
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CBO to explore whether an interagency agreement model (or modified interagency
agreement model) may more accurately target its services to customers. Procurement
Services could define a reasonable level of service to be provided by the PTE group to all
bureaus, along with tiered options to allow bureaus to decide if they would like to
purchase a higher level of service. Procurement Services should also discuss with bureau
customers (both large and small) whether they want to pay for centralized PTE contract
management; it is CBO’s understanding that this change in services has not been broached
with non‐pilot customer bureaus.
3) Business Case Analysis. It is not clear if this request is appropriately sized to match the staff
time needed to centralize PTE contracting. A Sr. Procurement Specialist could undoubtedly
manage a given PTE contract through to execution more efficiently than inexperienced
bureau staff, but with just one additional PTE contracting expert, full centralization of PTE
contracting may overwhelm this group and inadvertently produce slower timelines for
contract execution for all bureaus. Procurement Services should develop a business case
analysis for centralization of PTE contract management that 1) quantifies total FTE‐hours
required to fully centralize PTE contract management, 2) estimates resulting bureau staff
time savings 3) quantifies actual or anticipated reductions in time‐to‐execution for PTE
contracts, and 4) clarifies service levels provided to customer bureaus.
A second component of this request is the additional capacity that a Procurement Assistant
would generate in both the PTE and Technical groups. The decision package notes that high
dollar/high complexity procurement projects, such as the Data Center Move and the Portland
Building Reconstruction project, are tapping Procurement’s more senior staff for long periods of
time. To the degree that long term priority projects are “squeezing out the lower level, day‐to‐
day” business of the City, Procurement Services may want to explore models by which project
support in excess of normal/defined service levels can be charged to customers or billed to
projects. If procurement support exceeds a given or defined level of service, charging for that
extra level of support would provide budgetary flexibility to temporarily backfill for senior staff
occupied on major projects for extended periods of time, or temporarily hire additional
administrative support to reduce the increased burden on mid‐level staff.
CBO supports the request for a budget note instructing OMF to explore alternative cost
allocation models. CBO recommends that the budget note include instruction to complete a
process improvement effort as part of a larger reexamination of Procurement’s service levels,
and that the FY 2017‐18 budget include one‐time funding to support these efforts.

CBO Recommendation: $50,000 One‐Time, 0.0 FTE
Revenue – Tax Collection Staff Cut, MF_10, ($181,341), (2.0 FTE)
This package reduces 1.5 FTE Revenue & Tax Specialist (RTS) filled positions in the Tax Division
and a 0.5 FTE Revenue Auditor position in the Audit & Accounting Division. The 1.5 RTS
positions are responsible for collecting past due receivables and obtaining filing and payment
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compliance from non‐filing accounts. The Revenue Auditor position is responsible for auditing
business income tax returns and providing technical assistance.
These are revenue‐generating positions, for which Revenue Division presumes the return on
investment (ROI) to exceed 2:1 for the City. Revenue Division states that an audit performed by
outside consultant Intellibridge in 2010 confirmed that marginal RTS positions in the Revenue
Division create a net positive ROI of at least 2:1 (4:1 inclusive of returns for the County). CBO
reviewed the audit and found that while there was clearly a positive ROI on the 7 positions
studied, the report does not assert that this 2:1 ROI could be assumed in perpetuity, nor be
used as a general rule of thumb for returns on additional RTS positions in the Revenue Division.
Regardless, given 1) the Revenue Division’s assertion that eliminating these positions would
result in foregone General Fund revenue to the City that exceeds the cost of the positions and
2) increasing workload in the Business License Tax program cited in the package narrative, CBO
does not recommend this reduction.
OMF’s Budget Advisory Committee Members unanimously agreed that cutting revenue‐
generating positions was inadvisable prior to budget submission. In addition, CBO
communicated to OMF staff and to committee members that OMF is not required to meet
target reductions on a pro rata basis across OMF bureaus. Nevertheless, OMF included this
package despite universal acknowledgement that reductions resulting in net revenue losses do
not provide Council with the flexibility to shift funding toward urgent priorities. Council may
wish to instruct OMF to put forward an alternative reduction, and CBO recommends that
Council prohibit OMF from offering these types of reductions in the future.

CBO Recommendation: 0.0, 0.0 FTE
Revenue – Portland Community Media Grant Funding, MF_11, ($44,819)
This package reduces grant funding to Portland Community Media. This grant is managed by the
Office of Community Technology, and supports PCM’s provision of financial and technical
resources dedicated to public, educational uses by access providers as designated by the City.
Among other things, PCM provides digital and media literacy training and computer access to
underserved populations in Portland.
The OCT received additional ongoing funding in FY 2016‐17 to support the implementation of
the regional Digital Equity Action Plan. PCM supports several of the Digital Equity Action Plan
strategic actions through its program offerings.
OCT notes that this cut may result in the reduction of service levels provided to the public by
PCM; in particular, it is noted that the reduction may result in reduced youth programming to
promote digital and media literacy. The organization received $840,577 from the City in the FY
2016‐17 Adopted Budget, which included a $44,240 reduction from a similarly proposed
reduction package. However, PCM (rebranded as “Open Signal”) has recently diversified both its
funding stream and its service offerings with support from new community partnerships. The
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grant amount included in this year’s base budget is $896,379; if this cut is accepted, the FY
2017‐18 grant award will be 1.3% higher than the grant award in FY 2016‐17. Thus, it seems
reasonable to assume that PCM could maintain service levels with the proposed level of grant
support.

CBO Recommendation: ($44,819), 0.0 FTE
Revenue – Utility Franchise Legal Support, MF_12, ($41,897)
This package substantially reduces funding available for outside legal support to renegotiate
outdated franchise agreements with 13 backlogged companies, and reduces the Office of
Community Technology’s flexibility to provide legal support and advocacy for local management
of right of way issues, franchise authority, etc., should there be challenges in the state or
federal arenas.
In FY 2015‐16, approximately $77 million in revenue was collected from franchise agreements,
$1.5 million of which was collected from 10 backlogged companies. The number of backlogged
companies has now grown to 13. The majority are telecommunications companies and the
bureau believes it would be prudent to review the agreements to ensure 1) the City is receiving
maximum revenues and 2) agreements meet other modern financial, safety, and contract
duration requirements. City staff currently prioritize new franchises as these represent new
General Fund revenue. Contracted negotiation support is used primarily to address backlogged
renewals since the return on investment is lower. However, management of the contract
support also requires some City staff time.5
CBO recommends this reduction based on the fact that OCT has not identified any specific
return on investment for these efforts, and, given the small base revenues of these agreements,
renegotiation is unlikely to generate large returns even where gross revenue definitions are
updated. The OCT has also noted that, if this funding is eliminated, OCT staff time spent
managing these contracts will be redirected toward higher value activities.
However, OCT has noted that there may be a future need for external legal contractors to
support the work of the Utility Franchise Auditor (see MF_14). OCT indicated that legal
contractors are beneficial in the resolution of audit disputes, and there are currently $992,000
in disputed funds based on the work of the OCT auditor. The City Attorney’s Office indicated
that external legal support may be necessary. In light of the potential impact on revenue
collection, CBO recommends only a partial reduction of Utility Franchise Legal Support.

CBO Recommendation: ($20,000), 0.0 FTE

5

A total of $10,175 was spent on outside support for franchise renegotiation in FY 2015‐16, and FY 2016‐17 spending has
been $14,402 as of February 7, 2017.
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Revenue – Utility Franchise Auditor, MF_14, $113,500, 1.0 FTE
This package requests ongoing funding for a Utility Franchise Auditor in the Office of
Community Technology. This position was funded on a limited term basis beginning in FY 2015‐
16, and again in FY 2016‐17, in order to determine the return on investment for this position
prior to allocating ongoing funding.
Since this position was approved in July 2015, the Utility Franchise Auditor has opened 37 audits
(32 in FY 2015‐16 and 5 so far in FY 2016‐17). Of the total number of utility licensees (150+) and
franchise agreements (50+), this represents an audit open rate of approximately 20% for this 2‐
year period. Of those 37 audits, 5 have been closed, producing $2.7 million in additional billings
with $1.5 million recovered. OCT estimates that, of the closed audits, $1 million in additional
ongoing revenue will be collected. Thirty‐two audits are still in progress, with estimated
recovery amounts unknown. Annual program costs are approximately $120,000.
The audits with the highest probability of recovery are prioritized first, so initial audit recovery
results may overstate the actual ROI for this position. However, given 1) the average length of
time needed to complete an audit, 2) returns identified to date for the program, and 3) the
rapid rate of technological change in the represented industries, it is reasonable to assume that
a dedicated auditor position will continue to generate a positive ROI if audits occur on a semi‐
regular cycle. CBO recommends this position be funded on an ongoing basis.

CBO Recommendation: $113,500, 1.0 FTE
Revenue – IRS Federal Tax Information, MF_15, $526,111, 2.0 FTE
This package requests $526,111 in ongoing General Fund resources to continue implementation
of the IRS Government Liaison Data Exchange Program. The program was originally funded in FY
2013‐14 via an Innovation Fund grant, with actual implementation largely beginning in FY 2014‐
15. The program was again funded one‐time in FY 2015‐16 ($481,350), and FY 2016‐17
($450,004). This request would increase funding for this project 17% over the prior year budget
and make funding ongoing. The FY 2017‐18 request is to 1) convert two limited term positions,
a Business Systems Analyst and a Sr. Management Analyst position, to permanent positions 2)
fund $200,000 in ongoing BTS support for the program, and 3) fund $81,000 in ongoing
materials and services, primarily for postage.
The purpose of the IRS Data Exchange Program is to match federal IRS tax information with
Revenue Division tax records in order to identify discrepancies, increase compliance, and
generate additional collections. The Revenue Division estimated that this program would
generate an additional $780,000 to $2.3 million in annual revenue after going live.
The IRS imposes significant security and compliance requirements on access to Federal Tax
Information (FTI), and the Revenue Division’s current tax applications were not capable of
meeting these requirements without being completely reprogrammed at significant cost. As an
interim solution, prior to the presumed development of an Integrated Tax System (see MF_16),
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the Revenue Division and BTS developed an offline system and application dedicated to FTI
storage and processing. However, the offline solution is not scalable, currently accommodates
only one user at a time, and duplicate business processes limit the number of accounts that can
be worked. Revenue Division has noted that the application of the FTI will not be optimized
until the Division implements an integrated tax system (ITS); ITS implementation is not expected
to go live for 3 or more years.
The development of the offline solution took longer than anticipated, and the Revenue Division
began receiving FTI approximately a year ago. It was expected that the Revenue Division would
begin contacting taxpayers in spring of 2016 to collect unpaid taxes uncovered using FTI; due to
significant constraints and technical issues around using FTI, Revenue Division did not begin
contacting noncompliant taxpayers until August of 2016. From August to December 2016, the
Revenue Division billed $64,181 in taxes due and collected $29,960. Revenue Division estimates
that total additional revenue attributed to FTI will be $100,000 to $200,000 for FY 2016‐17,
with one full year of FTI. Per the Revenue Division, revenue collections are expected to improve
as the technical issues are addressed and the footprint of the secure offline workspace is
increased. However, it is not clear that the current offline solution will ever achieve the
$780,000 to $2,300,000 in additional revenues originally estimated by the Revenue Division.
Total actual expenses to date for this program have been approximately $750,000 over the past
3 years, with projected spending to reach $925,000 by the end of FY 2016‐17. At this point, the
return on investment for this program is estimated to be ‐4.6:1 at FYE 2016‐17. CBO has serious
concerns about the value of continued investment in the current in‐house offline solution given
1) the negative return on investment after 1 full year of FTI, 2) substantive technical and
compliance issues with the in‐house offline solution, and 3) the intention to replace the existing
tax applications with an ITS.
FTI is not granted retroactively by the IRS. If Revenue Division’s current FTI access lapses, the
Division will have to reapply for access in the future and will be required to destroy the FTI
currently stored in the secure offline system. Because historical FTI will be valuable to provide
baseline information for a future integrated tax system, CBO requested that the Revenue
Division provide information on the minimum level of resources necessary to preserve the City’s
current access to FTI. Revenue Division’s response indicated that the current request for
$526,111 is the only level of support that could preserve FTI access into the future. Given
extremely limited returns on the FTI program as currently implemented, the primary value of
continuing this program appears to be in preserving access to FTI for future integration into an
ITS. Revenue Division also cited the value of FTI in compelling compliance with the Arts Tax.
Based on the negative returns on investment to date, CBO is not persuaded that additional
investment to expand the footprint of the existing offline FTI solution is warranted. However,
CBO does not have sufficient information to assess whether the future value of maintaining
access to FTI outweighs the ongoing annual costs of $526,111. CBO recommends that, as part
of the budget development process, Revenue Division staff present to Council the following: 1)
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a refined ROI analysis on the continued expansion of the offline FTI solution as requested, 2) an
ROI analysis on the preservation FTI access with regard to future ITS implementation, and 3) a
suite of options to minimize ongoing costs until an ITS is developed and implemented, should it
be determined that maintaining FTI access is advisable but further development the offline
footprint is not warranted.

CBO Recommendation: $0.0, 0.0 FTE
Revenue – Integrated Tax System, MF_16, $248,366, 2.0 FTE
This package requests $248,366 to fund 2.0 FTE positions in the Revenue Division. The
positions, a Business Systems Analyst and a Program Manager, would be responsible for
developing and managing business requirements for a new Integrated Tax System (ITS) to
replace multiple existing aged systems.
The Revenue Division’s current Business License Tax System (BLIS) was implemented in 1998,
and, per the Revenue Division, is nearing the end of its useful life. Modern commercial off‐the‐
shelf tax administration systems offer features that are not available in BLIS: IRS‐approved
security features allow for relatively simple integration of Federal Tax Information (FTI) through
the IRS Data Exchange Program, modernized e‐filing capability, and an integrated data
warehouse allowing for multiple datasets, and advanced analytics and audit selection. In
addition to BLIS, the Revenue Division has four other tax or permit administration applications
that require additional support and maintenance. A new ITS could integrate all of these
systems, allowing both Revenue Division staff and taxpayers to access information in one
location. This would make collection issues easier to identify, and prevent taxpayers from
receiving refunds in cases where additional tax is owed to a different tax program. Right now,
information sharing across these applications is difficult, limited to ad‐hoc queries, and requires
customers to log into multiple applications. Centralized customer service is difficult, as Division
staff cannot easily see the full landscape of an individual’s tax profile.
Implementation of a new ITS is integral to the eventual rollout of modernized e‐filing; taxpayers
will be able to access tax information through a secure taxpayer portal online and have the
ability to file returns electronically the same time that state and federal returns are filed.
Further, the Revenue Division has indicated that its use of FTI will not be maximized until the
information can be incorporated into an integrated system with IRS‐approved security features.
As mentioned in MF_15 above, FTI can currently only be utilized in a secure offline work
database that requires significant BTS support and substantial security compliance processes.
The technical and security compliance issues have significantly delayed the expected returns on
the City’s investment in acquiring FTI access.
The Revenue Division has developed a business case analysis for the replacement of its core
database system, exploring the relative benefits of a custom‐built system and a commercial off
the shelf system (COTS). The analysis suggests that a COTS system is the preferred solution, and
estimates that revenues will increase by $2.6 million – $6.15 million after implementing a COTS
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system. This estimate includes the $780,000 ‐ $2,300,000 in “current” additional revenue
attributable to the IRS data matching program (see MF_15), which has not yet been realized,
although the Revenue Division anticipates that an ITS will fully leverage its access to federal tax
information. The decision package indicates that implementation of an ITS is expected to
reduce the Business License Tax Gap by $1.5 million, as well as anticipates significant one‐time
revenues upon initial implementation.
Total costs for implementation of an ITS are unknown at this time, but estimates from the
business case are in the range of $9 million in one‐time costs and $1.5 million in ongoing
maintenance and support costs. Revenue Division is exploring options to finance a new ITS via a
benefits‐based financing model, which would finance implementation (excluding City staff
costs) via increased revenues directly attributable to the ITS’s data analytics and auditing
modules. Other jurisdictions have employed this financing model and indicated to Revenue
Division that it was successful. If this financing route is selected, the Revenue Division would
negotiate with the vendor a baseline and logical rules for identifying increases in revenue
attributable to the COTS. In other jurisdictions, a percentage of this revenue (above the baseline
that is attributable to the COTS) is paid to the vendor in a tiered manner (see chart below). CBO
recommends that, prior to any implementation of a benefits‐based financing model, a robust
analysis be performed on the repayment structure to ensure that the logic model for identifying
increased revenues is appropriate. The Division anticipates it would recover implementation
costs within about five years.

The current request for a Business Systems Analyst and a Program Manager dedicated to the
development and implementation of an ITS is an ongoing request; the bureau anticipates a
three‐year project timeline whereby the positions will provide RFP development, selection, and
project implementation management. CBO concurs that this work would be difficult to achieve
within Revenue Division’s existing staff resources, but it appears that this body of work is short
term in nature. Further, the implementation of a new ITS is expected to reduce administrative
workload for maintenance and support of tax applications, as well as improve existing business
processes within the Division, increasing capacity among existing staff. As such, the ongoing
need for these positions should be reassessed in the future. CBO recommends that these
positions be approved for two‐year limited terms.
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The cost for these positions and the costs for the implementation of an ITS should be included
in the cost pool for determining full cost recovery from the County for business and transient
lodging taxes (see MF_17).

CBO Recommendation: $248,336, 2.0 FTE Limited Term
Revenue – IGA Tax Collection Reimbursement Budget Note, MF_17, $640,050, 7.0 FTE
The City continues to subsidize the collection of business license taxes for Multnomah County
to the tune of almost $1.4 million in FY 2017‐18. In FY 2013‐14 – prior to the renegotiation of
the current tax collection IGA with Multnomah County – CBO highlighted the lack of full cost
recovery in that year’s budget review (pg. 5). The issue was also flagged through email and
verbal communications between CBO and the Revenue Division.
This issue was subsequently the subject of an FY 2015‐16 budget note in which Council directed
OMF‐Revenue Division to renegotiate the IGA with the County based on full‐cost recovery. In
Council’s budget note, full cost recovery is defined by the percent split of business income taxes
received by the City and County, and specifies that the new agreement would eliminate any
General Fund subsidy for services provided on the County’s behalf. Council also directed CBO to
reduce the FY 2016‐17 current appropriation level target for the Office of Management &
Finance by an amount equal to the estimated increase in resources received from Multnomah
County per the new agreement, which totaled $640,050. The Revenue Division was unable to
successfully renegotiate the tax collection contract with the County prior to FY 2016‐17 budget
development, so this gap was addressed on a one‐time basis, with the expectation that the
Revenue Division would achieve resolution on cost recovery with the County prior to FY 2017‐
18. The current request is to once again backfill the permanent decrease to the Revenue
Division’s CAL target of $640,050.
The current IGA with Multnomah County does not expire until June 30th, 2019. In the existing
IGA, put before Council in April 2014, the County’s payment to the City was set at $1,127,813,
with annual increases based on the higher of 2.5% or CPI. During current year OMF Budget
Advisory Committee (BAC) meetings, the Revenue Division indicated that discussions occurred
with the County around a tentative cost recovery proposal that would phase in over 5 years,
beginning in FY 2017‐18, incrementally increasing the County’s contribution from 23% of
expenses to 42% of expenses. Follow‐up conversations with the Revenue Division indicated that
these discussions ceased, with no renegotiation in place for FY 2017‐18, and the County
declining to revise the cost recovery model until 2019 when a new IGA is in place.
Revenue Division has identified 7.0 FTE positions that the Division would eliminate if this deficit
is not addressed. These are revenue generating positions, the elimination of which would, per
the Revenue Division, have a net negative impact of $3.5 million on revenues to the City. This
increase in funding has been requested on an ongoing basis because 1) the Revenue Division
does not anticipate renegotiating with the County until the current IGA expires in 2019, and 2)
the Revenue Division anticipates that cost recovery will be negotiated on a 5‐year
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implementation timeline. Under these assumptions, the City would not reach full cost recovery
with the County until 2024.
In FY 2013‐14, CBO estimated the City’s subsidy of the County’s portion of collection costs to be
$820,468. The Revenue Division estimated that the County’s share of collection costs would
have been $2,270,322 for FY 2015‐16. Based on this information, the General Fund subsidy for
collection of the County’s business tax was $1,085,414 in FY 2015‐166. In FY 2017‐18, the
General Fund subsidy is estimated at $1,345,866 based on Revenue Division’s assertion that the
County portion of collection costs is 42%.7 Failure to insist on a full cost recovery model during
the 2014 contract negotiation – and the City’s inability to renegotiate the contract in the
interim – has cumulatively cost the City millions of dollars. Further, the terms of the existing IGA
are contradictory to the spirit of binding City Financial Policy 2.06.
Historically, the Revenue Division has been focused on the preservation of partnership with the
County and achieving incremental increases in the County’s cost sharing contribution rather
than achieving immediate full cost recovery. Renegotiations in FY 2008‐09 and FY 2014‐15 did
result in 22.6% and 24.6% increases in the County’s contribution, respectively. While there are
benefits to the City in maintaining a cost sharing arrangement with the County, not achieving a
full cost recovery agreement with the County has resulted in millions of dollars of foregone
revenue that could otherwise be supporting Council priorities for the City of Portland. In light of
the likelihood of net losses to General Fund revenue in excess of continued subsidy of the
County’s portion of tax collection costs, CBO recommends one‐time funding of $640,050 to
maintain these 7.0 FTE positions. Ongoing funding is not appropriate, given Council’s direction
to the Revenue Division to renegotiate the IGA with the County to achieve full cost recovery.
CBO further recommends that Council direct the Revenue Division to present a plan and
timeline for renegotiations, including 1) definitions of the appropriate cost pools and allocation
metrics for cost recovery and 2) an analysis of the cumulative and ongoing General Fund
subsidy to the County until full cost recovery is achieved.

CBO Recommendation: $640,050, 7.0 FTE
Bureau of Internal Business Services
BIBS/Risk – Assistant Claims Technician Position, MF_18, $77,886, 1.0 FTE
This package requests $77,886 in ongoing funding to convert a limited term Assistant Claims
Technician position to permanent. The position would be funded through increases to
interagency rates. This position was added during the FY 2016‐17 Fall BMP on a limited term
basis to address a backlog of critical but non‐urgent administrative tasks. To date, the limited
term FTE has successfully tackled the backlog on administrative tasks related to claim filing and
6

Revenue Division’s estimate of the County’s share of collection costs, less the County’s annual payment under the existing
IGA.
7
Calculated by taking 42% of the Revenue Division’s FY 2017‐18 budget for business tax collection, less the County’s FY 2017‐
18 annual payment under the existing IGA.
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archiving documents in preparation for the upcoming relocation from the Portland Building.
The package identifies a number of ongoing administrative tasks such as file completion,
document scanning, claim set up, and logging hours on claims that are appropriately performed
by administrative staff. There is not currently any administrative support, other than this
position, for the Workers Compensation and Liability/Tort claims teams. This position is
intended to provide 20 hours a week of administrative support to each team. The request does
not quantify impacts on long term rate savings, or savings to bureaus, but freeing up
professional claims adjusters to focus on the investigation, evaluation, and negotiation of claims
is expected to improve overall claim management and reduce costs over the long term. CBO
recommends this position be funded on an ongoing basis.

CBO Recommendation: $77,886, 1.0 FTE
Facilities – 5% Reduction for Jerome Sears Facility O&M, MF_23, ($3,750)
This package would reduce the General Fund cash transfer to Facilities for operations and
maintenance on the Jerome Sears building. This cash transfer was substantially reduced as part
of the FY 2016‐17 Adopted Budget, and the current transfer amount is in line with projected
operations and maintenance costs for FY 2017‐18. Facilities Services and PF&R are currently
working with consultants on a long term tenancy plan for the Jerome Sears property. CBO does
not recommend the reduction of operations and maintenance, in accordance with City Financial
Policy FIN 2.03. Once the tenancy plan for the Jerome Sears building is in place, the full ongoing
operations and maintenance costs for the Jerome Sears building should be incorporated into
rental rates.

CBO Recommendation: $0
Facilities – 5% Reduction for Yeon Building, MF_24, ($511)
This package would reduce the General Fund cash transfer to Facilities for operations and
maintenance of the Yeon Building located in Tom McCall Waterfront Park. The property is
occupied by the Rose Festival Foundation under a lease expiring in 2035; monthly rent is $1.
CBO does not recommend the reduction of operations and maintenance, in accordance with
City Financial Policy FIN 2.03. Further, the historical operations and maintenance spending on
this property has exceeded revenues:
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The Yeon Building is not a Facilities Services‐owned asset, but Facilities Services is responsible
for maintenance of the property funded by a General Fund cash transfer. This situation arose
due to legal concerns around the use of rate‐payer funds by the Portland Water Bureau on the
maintenance and restoration of this property. Facilities Services has identified maintenance
issues at this property, including the need to replace the exterior envelope and update egress
lighting, but does not collect sufficient revenue to address these issues.
CBO recommends that Facilities Services work with the City Attorney’s office to understand the
City’s responsibilities with regard to maintenance of this property. To the degree that the City is
responsible for these improvements, CBO recommends that Facilities Services conduct a
thorough assessment of the building’s needs and put forward funding options to address these
needs. While the property is not specifically owned by Facilities Services, the liabilities of
property ownership fall to the City and should be better understood.

CBO Recommendation: $0
Facilities Services – Building Access Control System Design, MF_25, $116,591
This package requests $1,000,000 for the development of the design of a modern, standardized
Citywide access control system. This request does not include costs for system servers,
hardware, or installation of a new building access system, but the design development will
produce cost estimates for actual implementation. Total costs are likely to be in the multi‐
million‐dollar range, with unknown ongoing costs.
The design development would be funded from building major maintenance accounts
($883,409) for OMF‐owned properties and General Fund ($73,990) or Interagency Revenue
($42,601) funding for properties not owned by Facilities Services. Properties expected to be
included in the new system are as follows: City Hall, the 1900 Building, Emergency Coordination
Center, Portland Communications Center, Archives & Records, the Portland Building, Interstate
Water Building, Fire & Police Disability and Retirement Offices, Portland Housing Bureau offices,
Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services offices, Park Ranger facilities, the Columbia Boulevard
Wastewater Treatment Plant, and Police facilities.
The package narrative indicates that the current INET7 access system has issues with hardware
and software configuration, and that replacement hardware is becoming more difficult to
obtain. Over the past five years, Facilities Services has spent an average of $73,331 per year in
addressing access control related issues at OMF‐owned facilities. This does not include costs
incurred by other bureaus at non‐OMF facilities; these costs are unknown.
Facilities Services indicated that this use of major maintenance funding was not included in the
overall FY 2017‐18 major maintenance prioritization process. The request is being put forward
in large part due to timing issues related to the reconstruction of the Portland Building. The
Portland Building reconstruction project budget includes line items for the cost of a building
access control system. However, if a the proposed new and enhanced Citywide security system
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is not designed in the near term, there will be insufficient time to incorporate the new system
hardware into the reconstructed Portland Building, and the Portland Building project will
purchase and install hardware to match the existing building access system. The project
manager for the Portland Building reconstruction project indicated that information on the
design of the new system will be required sometime in the next year in order to be
incorporated into the project planning and issuance of RFPs.
Facilities Services is concurrently pursuing a Citywide Security Assessment approved in the FY
2016‐17 Fall BMP. OMF anticipates it will have some direction with regard to security access
controls from the City‐wide security assessment consultant by late Summer 2017. OMF
anticipates that, if this project is approved, the design of the standardized secure access system
will be complete around Spring/Summer of 2018.
Facilities Services indicated that if the Portland Building timeline is not met, a new system with
additional features and functionality could be installed at a later date. However, Facilities
Services mentioned that recent discussions have indicated a desire for highly integrated
security features beyond the access control system, integrating interior/exterior video
surveillance, duress system, automated doors, elevator system, lighting system, etc. and that
there would be efficiencies realized from doing the installation along with similar work in the
Portland building (e.g. before walls are closed, when cabling is being run). The current
patchwork of security systems is building‐specific, and does not integrate security information
from across all City owned properties.
CBO concurs that there are efficiencies to be gained from installing any new security access
systems in the Portland Building at the time of reconstruction, but the likelihood of meeting the
required timeframe is very low. With design anticipated to be complete by summer of 2018, it
is unlikely that the design could be incorporated into planning and RFP issuance that will take
place in the next year. This reduces the perceived urgency of this project. Furthermore, once
the technology procurement moratorium is lifted, there will likely be enormous demand on
technology procurement’s services from bureaus whose projects are currently delayed. Putting
this project at the top of that queue would further delay the City’s ability to meet technology
procurement timelines.
CBO recommends that Facilities Services work with BTS to develop a comprehensive business
case for the development and installation of a highly integrated security access system across
all City properties. At this point, it is not clear if the failure of the current system would be
complete or partial, or if the current system can be expected to maintain its current level of
functionality into the foreseeable future. The proposed project is an enormous undertaking
with significant costs, and would substantially increase the current level of service with regard
to building access and security without 1) sufficient cost/benefit analysis of replacing the
existing system with a highly integrated system as opposed to one that resembles the current
system and 2) sufficient comparison of the value of this project relative to other deferred major
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maintenance projects. At this point, CBO does not recommend funding a $1 million project to
develop a plan and cost estimates for a Citywide integrated security access control system.

CBO Recommendation: $0.0
Facilities Services – City Hall Exterior Masonry Rehabilitation, MF_26, $1,272,331
Facilities Services requests $1,272,331 from the General Fund Capital Set Aside. This project
was ranked 8 out of 32 projects in the FY 2017‐18 validation process. The project would
complete life and safety improvements to the City Hall façade, namely repairing loose stone
and balusters, as well as make repairs to prevent water infiltrations. In an external assessment
of the condition of City Hall’s façade, these issues were noted as the highest priorities for
action. This project would be completed in conjunction with another project at City Hall, funded
by the remaining balance of the building’s major maintenance account, to replace cooling
towers, repair the roof, and replace ventilation fans. CBO recommends this project be funded
from the General Fund Capital Set Aside given the life safety concerns, scalability of other
higher ranked projects, and the insufficiency of current major maintenance funding to address
proper maintenance of the City’s primary government building.

CBO Recommendation: $1,272,331
Facilities Services – Add Facilities Maintenance Technician Apprentice Position, MF_27, $69,777,
1.0 FTE
This request is for a permanent Facilities Maintenance Technician Apprentice (FMT apprentice).
Funding for this position would be generated by hours billed to customer bureaus for elective
work orders and hours billed for building operations and maintenance non‐elective work orders
(the latter would either be incorporated into building rental rates for Facilities Services‐owned
properties or charged directly to Facilities Services Time and Materials locations).
There are significant issues with regard to Facilities Services ability to perform preventive
maintenance. An external
asset management
33% of FMT Hours Were Spent on Non‐Complex
consultant reviewed the
Demand Work Orders in FY 2014‐15
maintenance team’s work
order data and found that
Planned (Preventive)
elective demand work
4,549
orders, such as white board
6,924
21%
33%
installation or desk
Unplanned O&M
adjustments, comprise 33%
(Demand)
of all Facilities Services work
Miscellaneous Small Jobs
9,819
orders. These tasks do not
(Demand)
46%
require the skill set of a
licensed FMT, but are
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frequently performed by FMTs at a much higher cost leading to potentially inflated rental rates
and contributing to a backlog of preventive maintenance activities. Not only is it more
expensive for customer bureaus, but the 6,924 hours spent on these elective demand work
orders – the equivalent of 5 full time FMTs – is time not spent addressing O&M issues that
require an advanced skill set. CBO concurs with Facilities Services that the ratio of FMT work
hours logged for demand work orders (both elective and non‐elective) relative to hours logged
for preventive maintenance is too high. However, CBO would encourage Facilities Services to
reduce (or eliminate) the number of FMT hours spent on elective, non‐complex demand orders
prior to adding FMT positions, as part of the overhaul of the Division’s asset management work.
To the degree that there is any confusion or ambiguity regarding what constitutes an elective
demand work order charged to bureaus, CBO recommends that Facilities Services clearly define
and communicate the service levels provided by the O&M group.
Facilities Services currently has a vacant FMT Apprentice position, approved in the FY 2015‐16
Adopted Budget, that does not appear to have been filled. Further, the maintenance group has
begun a slow‐down of all non‐critical O&M activities in the Portland Building due to the
upcoming relocation of tenants and reconstruction project. Roughly 20% of all the maintenance
team’s work hours are logged at the Portland Building; Facilities Services expects to allocate
these FMT hours across the portfolio of OMF buildings to address preventive maintenance
backlogs in these locations during reconstruction. Facilities Services will effectively experience a
surge in the availability of FMT hours equivalent to 3.0 FTE FMTs during the reconstruction. At
this time, CBO does not recommend the addition of another FMT Apprentice position, but does
recommend that Facilities Services track the impact of additional FMT hours on the planned‐to‐
preventive work order ratio in order to inform future staffing decisions in the operations and
maintenance group.

CBO Recommendation: $0.0, 0.0 FTE
Facilities Services – Add Facilities Services Specialist Position, MF_28, $108,009, 1.0 FTE
This package requests to combine the work being performed by an existing limited term
Facilities Specialist position and an existing limited term Operations Support Specialist III
position into a single permanent position fully funded via interagency rates. CBO supports this
consolidation, as it will reduce overall costs to the City for the body of work associated with
property management services and coordination duties of the City Real Property Coordinator.
However, CBO notes that the duties of the Citywide Real Property Coordinator were originally
intended to be funded with existing resources; the fiscal impact statement presented to Council
by OMF stated that the legislation “does not have specific financial and budgetary impacts. The
BIBS Director will be assigning an existing staff person to serve as the City Real Property
Coordinator.” BIBS Administration realigned $25,000 in EMS resources to fund a limited term
position to perform the work of the City Real Property Coordinator (MF_088, Fall BMP FY 2015‐
16). This request supplants BIBS Administration’s support of this function with interagency
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revenue from property owning bureaus, which is a deviation from BIBS Administration’s original
assertion that this workload would be funded within existing resources.

CBO Recommendation: $108,009, 1.0 FTE
Facilities Services – Add Utility Worker II Position, MF_29, $84,947, 1.0 FTE
This package requests to add a permanent Utility Worker II position in Facilities Services’
maintenance group, a class that does not currently exist in the group. As noted in MF_27, an
external asset management consultant reviewed the maintenance team’s work order data and
found that elective demand work orders, such as white board installation or desk adjustments,
comprise 33% of all Facilities Services work orders. These tasks do not require the skill set of a
licensed FMT, but are frequently performed by FMTs at a much higher cost leading to
potentially inflated rental rates and contributing to a backlog of preventive maintenance
activities. Currently, only FMTs are available to address these elective demand work orders. This
represents a significant inefficiency both in the allocation of FMT hours away from genuine
operations and maintenance work, and in the cost of the labor required to perform the elective
demand work orders.
CBO is reluctant to recommend that any portion of this position be funded via increased rental
rates, as the position as requested primarily to address elective demand work orders charged to
tenants. However, there may be worked covered under rental rates that is appropriately
assigned to this position.
CBO recommends that Facilities Services add a Utility Worker II position, and highly
recommends that Facilities Services use this position as a test case for a potential restructuring
in the O&M group or for scaling up this class of employee within the O&M group. The impact of
this position on 1) wait times for elective demand work orders, 2) FMT hours “freed up” to work
on traditional operations and maintenance tasks (i.e. increased throughput of O&M work
orders that require FMT skills, change in ratio of preventive‐to‐demand O&M work orders) and
3) overall percentage of time FMTs spend on elective demand work orders should be tracked
and analyzed in order to inform management decisions, customer service expectations, and
future budgetary requests.

CBO Recommendation: $84,947, 1.0 FTE
Facilities Services – Convert Engineer and Program Coordinator to Permanent, MF_31, $116,653,
2.0 FTE
This package requests to convert to permanent a limited term Building Engineer position and a
limited term Asset Management Program Coordinator position, positions approved as limited
term in the FY 2016‐17 Fall BMP along with several other positions designed to advance
Facilities Services’ backlog of major maintenance projects and improve its asset management
capacity. The backlog of major maintenance projects and lack of robust asset management
practices in Facilities Services are well documented.
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The Building System Engineer position has been filled, and is funded in Facilities Services base
budget. Facilities Services is not requesting ongoing funding to support this position, only
position authority, as funding will be generated via billable project hours to the backlog of
major maintenance projects. The Building Engineer will manage major maintenance projects
that require engineering expertise.
The purpose of adding this position was to create a distinct Building Systems Engineering group
to help differentiate between typical major maintenance projects – projects required to keep
building systems in working order and extend their useful life – and tenant‐driven improvement
projects that tend to be more focused on aesthetics. Historically, a single group of Construction
Project Managers managed both of these project types. This arrangement partially contributed
to the backlog of major maintenance projects, as staff time tended to be prioritized toward
tenant‐driven projects in response to customer bureau demand and new revenue. Going
forward, Facilities Services may want to consider safeguards to ensure that staff time is being
appropriately allocated toward major maintenance projects, relative to tenant‐driven projects,
by developing related performance measures. It may also prove useful to analyze project
management hours by project from a performance management perspective; CBO is not aware
of any existing measures related to project management performance.
The Asset Management Program Coordinator position will be responsible for developing and
maintaining an asset management program for 15 properties in Facilities Services’ portfolio.
Responsibilities for this position are as follows:
 Assist and support development of bureau Asset Management program
 Lead development of annual and lifecycle asset management plans for OMF‐owned and
managed buildings
 Lead development of Facilities Services asset hierarchy, naming convention, and
inspection regimen
 Develop Asset Management Program performance metrics
 Represent bureau at Citywide Asset Manager Group (CAMG)
 Plan and perform/coordinate building inspections
 Monitor and report on Asset Management plan progress (annual and lifecycle) and
related performance metrics
 Participate on SAP EAM implementation team
 Maintain asset information data in SAP EAM
These functions are critical to the development of a robust Asset Management program within
Facilities Services, and CBO recommends ongoing position authority to be funded from
Facilities Service’s corporate rate. See the major issues section for additional discussion.

CBO Recommendation: $116,653, 2.0 FTE
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Facilities‐ Covert Asst Program Specialist to Permanent, MF_30 $99,363, 1.00 FTE
This request would convert a limited term position responsible for the City’s Single Point of
Contact program for campsite complaints from the community. The position is currently funded
with one‐time General Fund resources; however, the Single Point of Contact has been
determined as an essential function to performing the Coordinated Campsite Cleanup (CCC)
program, playing a key role in communicating and coordinating with property‐owning bureaus.
As such, the position is requested to be made permanent and funded as part of that program,
through bureau inter‐agencies with property‐owning bureaus.
Each of the four affected property‐owning bureaus would be charged an additional $24,841 per
year. While staff costs are fixed, cleanup costs are variable and charged based on actual
contractor costs. The number of cleanups has been trending upward and contractor costs have
increased as well. The CCC program is on pace to clean up 150 sites in FY 2016‐17.
While CBO recommends this position, several concerns are noted. First, the charge to the
Water Bureau – both the current base charge as well as the increment associated with this
package – seem out of scale with the services provided; the other three property‐owning
bureaus charged have accounted for ~99% of the total cleanups over the last year and a half.
Second, in the past, customer bureaus have raised concerns about timelines for cleanup and
cleanup prioritization. In response to CBO questions, the bureau stated that
“[T]he cleanups are then prioritized by the locations that pose the greatest risk to health and
safety to neighborhoods and to the people inhabiting the camps. Stakeholders from the
property owning bureau, Police, and cleanup crews are regularly consulted to determine health
and safety concerns at the locations in the queue. A risk assessment matrix is in the final stages
of approval with customer bureaus to further inform and rank reported campsites on a wide
range of environmental, health, and safety issues.”
CBO requests that the bureau provide customer comments on the program as part of the
decision package updates as part of budget monitoring to ensure that the program is meeting
customer needs.

CBO Recommendation: $99,363, 1.00 FTE
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Bureau Budget Summary – Request and Recommendations
Below is a summary of OMF’s budget, inclusive of all funds.
Adopted
FY 2016‐17

Request
Base
(A)

Bureau
CBO
Total
Decision
Recommended Recommended
Packages (B) Adjustments (C) Revised (A+B+C)

Resources
Budgeted Beginning Fund Balance
Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Charges for Services
Intergovernmental Revenues
Interagency Revenue
Fund Transfers ‐ Revenue
Bond and Note Proceeds
Miscellaneous Sources
General Fund Discretionary
General Fund Overhead
Total Resources

$ 155,389,642 $ 171,904,465 $
‐
$
‐
$ 171,904,465
29,763,000
33,500,000
‐
‐
33,500,000
5,643,450
5,717,500
‐
‐
5,717,500
70,899,363
71,136,237
‐
89,784
71,226,021
10,769,957
11,459,883
18,971
‐
11,478,854
154,788,125
161,211,176
1,623,390
(963,243)
161,871,323
5,255,558
1,694,271
5,268,511
(69,729)
6,893,053
21,574,814
69,992,147
‐
‐
69,992,147
5,128,750
5,505,433
23,437
‐
5,528,870
15,294,206
14,663,932
1,353,415
(497,229)
15,520,118
10,661,968
10,836,398
110,900
(206,858)
10,740,440
$485,168,833 $557,621,442
$8,398,624 $ (1,647,275) $564,372,791

Requirements
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Fund Transfers ‐ Expense
Contingency
Total Requirements

$ 79,867,841 $ 81,708,085 $ 3,092,429 $ (1,302,528) $ 83,497,986
189,260,209
210,459,912
2,114,359
(1,015,981)
211,558,290
25,633,118
28,040,663
241,425
(212,175)
28,069,913
27,108,474
60,713,026
‐
‐
60,713,026
15,615,806
12,703,536
‐
‐
12,703,536
6,080,750
5,367,424
‐
‐
5,367,424
141,602,635
158,628,796
2,950,411
883,409
162,462,616
$485,168,833 $557,621,442
$8,398,624 $ (1,647,275) $564,372,791
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Office of Management & Finance
Adds
MF_17 - Revenue - IGA Tax Collection Reimb. Budget

01

7.00

640,050

0

0

640,050

7.00

0

640,050

0

640,050

MF_25 - Fac - Building Access Control System Design

01

0.00

0

73,990

42,601

116,591

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_15 - Revenue - IRS Federal Tax Information

02

2.00

526,111

0

0

526,111

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_26 - Fac - City Hall Exterior Masonry Rehabilitation 02

0.00

0

1,272,331

0

1,272,331

0.00

0

1,272,331

0

1,272,331

MF_14 - Revenue - Utility Franchise Auditor

03

1.00

113,500

0

0

113,500

1.00

113,500

0

0

113,500

MF_37 - BHR-Recruitment and Accommodation Coord

04

3.00

168,048

0

199,374

367,422

1.00

56,638

0

67,196

123,834

MF_07 - Procurement - PTE Staff

05

2.00

81,840

0

97,096

178,936

0.00

0

22,869

27,131

50,000

MF_16 - Revenue - Integrated Tax System

06

2.00

248,336

0

0

248,336

2.00

0

248,336

0

248,336

MF_21 - BTS-Mobility - Enterprise Mobility Manageme

07

4.00

0

0

543,684

543,684

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_31 - Fac - Convert Engineer and Prgm Coord to P

08

2.00

0

0

116,653

116,653

2.00

0

0

116,653

116,653

MF_28 - Fac - Add Facilities Services Specialist Pos

09

1.00

0

0

108,009

108,009

1.00

0

0

108,009

108,009

MF_20 - BTS-Chief Data Officer

10

1.00

0

0

207,655

207,655

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_27 - Fac - Add Facilities Maint Tech Apprentice Po

11

1.00

0

0

69,777

69,777

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_30 - Fac - Convert Asst Prg Spec to Permanent

12

0.00

0

0

99,363

99,363

0.00

0

0

99,363

99,363

MF_18 - BIBS/Risk - Assist. Claims Technician Position 13

1.00

0

0

77,886

77,886

1.00

0

0

77,886

77,886

MF_02 - CAO-Policy Analyst Position

14

1.00

81,142

0

96,268

177,410

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_19 - BTS-Technology Disaster Planning Analyst

15

1.00

0

0

131,719

131,719

1.00

0

0

131,719

131,719

MF_29 - Fac - Add Utility Worker II Position

16

1.00

0

0

84,947

84,947

1.00

0

0

84,947

84,947

MF_06 - Grants - Spec Appropriations Financial Analys

17

1.00

50,628

0

60,066

110,694

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_03 - CAO-Biological Opinion Pgm Mgr

18

0.50

8,704

0

67,240

75,944

0.50

8,704

0

67,240

75,944

MF_22 - BTS-Public Safety Position Transfers
Total Adds

NA

0.00

0

0

4,066,681

4,066,681

0.00

0

0

4,066,681

4,066,681

31.50

1,918,359

1,346,321

6,069,019

9,333,699

17.50

178,842

2,183,586

4,846,825

7,209,253

(511)

0

0

(511)

0.00

0

0

0

0

Reductions
MF_24 - Fac - 5% Reduction for Yeon Building O&M

01

0.00

MF_23 - Fac - 5% Reduction for Jerome Sears Facility

02

0.00

(3,750)

0

0

(3,750)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_36 - BHR-Reclassification of Position

03

0.00

(40,400)

0

(47,932)

(88,332)

0.00

(40,400)

0

(47,932)

(88,332)

MF_35 - BHR-PERS Realignment of Resources

04

0.00

(40,370)

0

(47,896)

(88,266)

0.00

(41,065)

0

41,065

0

MF_34 - BHR-BES/Water/PBOT IA Increase for Trainin

05

0.00

(45,520)

0

45,520

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_05 - Grants - 5% Required Budget Reduction

06

(1.00)

(16,346)

0

(19,393)

(35,739)

0.00

0

0

0

0
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Office of Management & Finance
Reductions
MF_11 - Revenue - Portland Community Media Grant F 07

0.00

(44,819)

0

0

(44,819)

0.00

(44,819)

0

0

(44,819)

MF_09 - BO-Staff Support for Citywide Projects

08

0.00

(53,794)

0

(28,821)

(82,615)

0.00

(53,794)

0

(28,821)

(82,615)

MF_04 - Procurement - 5% Required Budget Reductio

09

(1.00)

(123,022)

0

(145,955)

(268,977)

0.00

(16,670)

0

(19,778)

(36,448)

MF_01 - Acct - OSS II AR/AP, EMS

10

(1.00)

(65,319)

0

(77,496)

(142,815)

0.00

(9,147)

0

(10,853)

(20,000)

MF_33 - BHR-Site Team Manager Reduction

11

(1.00)

(75,782)

0

(89,908)

(165,690)

(1.00)

(75,782)

0

(89,908)

(165,690)

MF_12 - Revenue - Utility Franchise Legal Support

12

0.00

(41,897)

0

0

(41,897)

0.00

(20,000)

0

0

(20,000)

MF_10 - Revenue - Tax Collection Staff Cut
Total Reductions

13

(2.00)

(181,341)

0

0

(181,341)

0.00

0

0

0

0

(6.00)

(732,871)

0

(411,881)

(1,144,752)

(1.00)

(301,677)

0

(156,227)

(457,904)

Realignments
MF_08 - CAO-Strategic Projects & PT Realign Staff

01

2.00

163,666

0

194,176

357,842

1.50

67,766

0

80,399

148,165

MF_32 - Fac - Strat Projs and Policy Team Realign Sta
Total Realignments

02

(2.00)

0

0

(148,165)

(148,165)

(2.00)

0

0

(148,165)

(148,165)

0.00

163,666

0

46,011

209,677

(0.50)

67,766

0

(67,766)

0

25.50

1,349,154

1,346,321

5,703,149

8,398,624

16.00

(55,069)

2,183,586

4,622,832

6,751,349
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